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ABSTRACT
The primary purpose of this report was to provide American 
students of singing with a guide to he used in reading German 
orthography. As an outgrowth of studies in linguistics, study of 
foreign languages, vocal study, and research in German vocal litera­
ture, such a report has been accomplished. Documentation of the 
results of the study has been achieved through the employment of 
both descriptive and experimental phonetics, applying scientific 
methods and techniques to phonetic phenomena. The International 
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) has been used throughout the report as a 
means of achieving the utmost in the clarity and accuracy of all 
vocal sounds.
In order to develop the report, an individual study was 
made of vowels and consonants of the German language. One chapter 
was devoted to vowels and one to consonants. For the sake of 
identification and reinforcement of each vowel sound, a key word in 
English, Italian, and French has been supplied where applicable.
To assist in a more complete understanding of the physical 
requirements needed for authentic German sounds, pictures of the 
mouth positions made of the author while producing the vowels were 
also included. Other visual aids employed to enhance instruction 
include a vowel diagram and a schematic of the vocal tract.
v
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Language modification has teen achieved generally through 
the employment of the aforementioned techniques and procedures.
For singing, however, some vowels occuring in very high pitched 
head tones in male and female voices must endergo even further 
modification for reasons of singing ease and for acquiring the 
correct sound. Such adjustments have been made in the five German 
songs found in the fourth chapter.
Correlation of the learning process has been achieved by 
combining sight and sound, using a casette tape of the songs.
Most of the German words from the chapters on vowels and consonants 
have also been taped. The cassette tape which was prepared to 
accompany this report is on file at the Louisiana State University 
School of Music, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803•
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report was to provide students and teachers 
of singing with a complete guide for the study of German diction. The 
American student of singing, whose goal is a career in opera or the 
concert field, is expected to sing expertly in several languages.
Upon undertaking the study of foreign languages for singing, many 
students feel that German is a difficult language to master. This 
fact was a significant reason for the development of this report.
In order to develop skill in reading the language aloud, or 
singing the language, the student must master the orthography of 
German and its pronunciation. For this latter purpose, the Inter­
national Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) has been used as a tool.
A primary responsibility of the report is to make the student 
completely familiar with the sounds of the German language for the 
purpose of singing. Achievement of this goal is begun with a basic 
intensive study of vowels and consonants, which is supplemented with 
phoneticized word lists. Most of the German words, found listed in 
the appendices, have been enunciated on a cassette tape* which is 
included with the report. As a further aid to study, a photographic 
illustration of lip and mouth positions for all German vowels has 
been included. The final implementation of German used in singing is 
found in five German Lieder which have been transcribed phonetically,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and have been taped from the music as it appears at the end of the 
report.
For the sake of diction clarity, it is most important to empha­
size the necessity of contrasts in changes occuring between the manner 
of spoken language as against the sung language, referred to by Germans 
as Biihnenaussprache.1 This means "stage speech" and is the accepted 
diction used on the stage throughout Germany. This feature of diction 
will be clearly noted in the text and will receive emphasis in the 
taped examples.
Statement of the Problem 
The amount of existing qualitative pedagogical materials 
contained in books, journals, etc., for diction purposes is indeed 
extremely limited. Two excellent manuals on the subject of German 
diction are available, but they are limited in scope. The facts are 
well presented, but supplementary drills and songs must be provided 
by the instructor. Moreover, these books have no correlation of 
sight and sound, for which there is a great need.
Significance of the Report 
Schools, colleges, and universities are all too familiar with 
budget reductions, necessitating shifts in faculty and staff teaching 
loads. Thus, the teaching of diction for singers is often the 
responsibility of the voice faculty. While many singing teachers
"'"Wilhelm Vietor, German Pronunciation: Practice and Theory 
(Leipzig: 0. R. Reisland, 1913)9 P- 29*
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have heen trained to use languages for their own art, many of them 
have not been trained in the skills of phonetics. The lack of this 
knowledge makes it impossible to teach languages from a scientific, 
analytical approach, which has grown widely in acceptance because of 
its accuracy and clarity.
The phonetic content of this report need not be confined to 
teachers and singers alone, however, as phoneticians, choral directors, 
accompanists, and coaches can benefit from it as well. Furthermore, 
it may be valuable to students and teachers in other disciplines who 
manifest a lively interest in linguistics.
Delimitations
Since this report was concerned only with the production of the 
sounds for lyric German diction, no attempt has been made to include 
the study of grammar. Although other languages have been used in the 
word lists, they are provided only as "key" sounds to clarify the 
German pronunciation.
Definition of Terms
The terms which have to do with this report are as follows:
1. Descriptive phonetics is that aspect of phonetics which 
deals with the nature of the sounds themselves.
2. Experimental phonetics applies scientific methodology and 
technology to phonetic phenomena.
3. Language modification is the adjustment of an uttered sound 
from English to meet the required sound for German.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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U. Vowel modification applies to the change of vowel quality 
in singing. It usually occurs in the high compass of the 
voice range to allow freedom of production.
Other definitions are included appropriately wherever needed 
throughout the report.
Method of Investigation 
The research methods followed in the development of this report 
have been for the most part descriptive and scientific, including the 
elements of analysis where necessary. Intensive investigative 
research was made for words which would best exemplify each vowel and 
consonant sound in the German language. Added to these are words 
from songs of Brahms , Franz, Schubert, and Strauss. These words 
appear in the appropriate categories for vowel and consonant sounds 
throughout the report.
An analysis of the songs for the purposes of vowel modifications 
has been thoroughly investigated. Scientific illustrative material 
was researched from the latest professional journals, as well as books 
germane to the subject.
*The cassette tape which was prepared to accompany this report is on 
file at the Louisiana State University School of Music, Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana 70803.
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CHAPTER II
VOWELS
The English language, which most Americans are accustomed to 
using, does not contain many of the sounds encountered in this report. 
Therefore, to clarify all German speech sounds, the International 
Phonetic Alphabet has been utilized. These sounds will be found 
listed in figure 1 (see below). Each sound is discussed thoroughly 
as it appears in the report.
Fig. 1.— Phonetic Alphabet, Vowels-*- 
[ CL ] short: Mann, Schatten [ kM c m  ; 1 f  <z n  ]
[ & : ]  long: Tat, Saat, kahl [ t a : t  z  a : t  K a  : f]
[ A  ] shorter, darker, [ <3- ] sound: Lunch [ ]
[ 92. ] shorter, darker, [ ^  ] sound, somewhat brighter than [ -A. ];
in a moderately high sound der [ cl €: tz]
[ 56. ] short, very lax [ S i \  sound: Campbell [ ]
[ €? ] short and lax: Recht, halt, lastig [ f"6 ̂  i t  ̂  x  ]
[ £ :  ] long and lax: Kase, Fahre [ ‘/< £.: Z 3  ’f6 .* r^> ]
[ S  ] short and tense: Benefiz, lebendig [ b  e n  e '-Ft -1 s JLe'bi.ndr^~\
[ e:] long and tense: legen, Ehre [ {JL e : c jjn  1 e : r<p ]
iTheodore Siebs, Deutsche Aussprache, Herausgegeben von Helmut 
deBoor, Hugo Moser und Christian Winkler (Berlin: Walter deGruyter and 
Co., 1969), pp. 23-2k.
5
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C 3 ] short, unstressed, weak: Gahe, genau [ Cj a .b -3 , yo Vv <no ]
[ I ] short and lax: Fisch, ich, Gift [ fr J , ^ 9  ^ c j r i t  ]
C 1 ] short and tense: vielleicht [ -f i «e <?£]
[ i: ] long and tense: mir, Liehe, ihn [ imij /i% bo / *;n ]
[ r ] non-syllabic: Rebellion, Dahlie [ rei>£ W o r n 173 ]
c ^ ] short and lax: doch, Horn [ d  o  X ? b o r / 7 ]
C OZ ] long and lax: all, Shaw [ 3: J o :  ]
[ o ] short and tense: Sogleich, Lokomotive [ Z  O Cj & « e 9 ,
/<a m o  ti:v]
C oi ] long and tense: vor, Moos, Mohr [ f or r h i o : s  m  0 ; r ]
[ < *  ] short and lax: Morder, Gotter, gonnt [ * ce r d
cj ce  n t  ]
C « : ] long and tense: oeuvre [ cS : v  r ]
[ ] long and tense: schon, Sohne [ J  &  •' n j   ̂ 3 ]
[ V ] short and lax: Hund, durch [ h  v r x t ^  civ r ̂  ]
C U ] short and tense: zum, uvular [ t s u r n } U V U  h x \ r ' ]
[ u:.] long and tense: gut, Huhn, suchen [ 0 U : t t h u : n, {-2 u : xon]
C V ] short and lax: Mutter [ m v  c  ]
c y ] short and tense: polyphon, parfumieren [ p o l y ' -fo: n }
p a r  -P/'m 1: rjn ]
[ y>:] long and tense: fur, kuhn, Muhle [ ■Per. r) « y r\ , ' m y :  3.^ ]
[ ] [ (X. ] with, short, tense [ e ]: Eis, Hain [ ekes, ha,<zw ]
[ CXO~\ [ <X ] with short, tense [ O  ]: Haus, Mauer [ ' m c t o ^ r ]
[o*?4] lax [ O ] with short, tense [ <p ]: Leute, Hauser [ t -3 ^
2-3 1
C VV ] hi-labial voiced sound: Boileau [ b cva. 'Xa: ]
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Phonetics
Pronunciation of any language is that aspect of diction which 
deals with choosing a correct speech sound. In learning a foreign 
language, a useful procedure is the practice of new sounds imitating 
a tutor, or to follow a system of recordings of the sounds intended 
for pedagogy of pronunciation. A more accurate way to learn pronun­
ciation is through the study of phonetics, combined with the above 
described imitative process.
The term phonetics is defined as the science, study, analysis, 
and classification of speech sounds, including the study of their 
production, transmission, and perception.2
In the study of applied phonetics, all terms which are used 
in such a report and which are appropriate to qualify meanings should 
be included. The term speech sound, as used here, automatically 
spawns other terms, all of which are related, yet independent of each 
other.  ̂ Such a word is phonation, which is the act or process of 
uttering phonemes by the conscious and deliberate use of the vocal 
mechanism. In the act of phonation, all speech sounds which are 
uttered are known as phones. A phone can be either a consonant or 
a vowel sound. The complex term phoneme seems to defy a simple 
definition. In this study it is used to distinguish a class or
2Mario A. Pei and Frank Gaynor, A Dictionary of Linguistics
(New York: Philosophical Library, 195*0 , p. 229•
^Samuel R. Faircloth and Marjorie A. Faircloth, Phonetic Science 
(New York: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1970), p. 5.
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family of speech sounds which are different from all others in the
language.^ To go a step further, the term phoneme is an abstraction,
and refers to a group of sounds which are within defined limits.'’
If one develops a keen ear, one may hear slight differences in two or
more sounds which are described as belonging to the same phoneme.
These sounds are called allophones.̂  The term diction in reality
is a composite of pronunciation, enunciation, and articulation.
Concerning diction, one author has this to say:
There is confusion regarding the term "diction," "pronun­
ciation," "enunciation," and "articulation." The tendency is 
to use them interchangeably when, in fact they are not the same 
thing. Diction is the general term under which all others are 
subheadings.̂
The same author maintains that pronunciation is the proper sound 
of a word as given in a standard dictionary. Enunciation has to do 
with vowels (and syllables) as to their correct sound, accent, and 
clarity, while articulation deals principally with the speed and 
preciseness of force and action of the speech organs in forming the 
consonants.® In summarization he writes, "We pronounce words, 
enunciate vowels and syllables, and articulate conso n a n t s ."9
^Ibid., p. 2.
^George H. Gunn, The Perception of American Speech (Baton Rouge: 
College Supply Co., 1969), P* iii*
6Ibid.
^Van A. Christy, Foundations in Singing (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. 
Brown Company Publishers, 1965), p. 59.
®Ibid. 9ibid.
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Kurt Adler, world-renowned vocal coach and conductor of Metro­
politan Opera fame, seems to make short shrift of this matter by 
combining the above quotations as he writes:
A word consists of sounds. The science of producing and pro­
nouncing sounds is called phonetics; the enunciation of words 
and sentences synthesized from sounds is called diction.10
Diacritical Marks
A diacritical mark is a sign placed over (or below or across) 
a letter to qualify the nuance of a sound in a word.11 Most often 
these marks are used to modify a phonetic symbol.
[ I ]— indicates about twice the usual length of the phonetic 
symbol it follows.12 Examples: the phone a_ in the English word 
father [ -fa : cf-3 ], and the German word Vater [ -fa.: ].
]— placed over a vowel in both German and French orthography 
where nasalization in the word is demanded for pronunciation.1^ Its 
function in the German language is to signify nasality in French loan­
words (words with the same pronunciation and meaning in both languages). 
Examples: Salon [ S 3 . ' I  o ], Parfum [ par' fee. ], teinte [ ],
Chambre [ 1J a  b r ].
[ 1 ]— indicates that the syllable which follows receives 
primary stress.1^ Example: Ferein [ -fer?lcien ].
10Kurt Adler, The Art of Accompanying and Coaching (New York: 
DaCapo Press, Inc., 1976), p. 92.
^Daniel Jones, Everyman's English Pronouncing Dictionary 
(London: J., M. Dent and Sons Ltd., 1919), p. xl.
12Siebs, p. 26.
13rbid. ll+Ibid.
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[ i ]— indicates that the syllable which follows receives 
secondary stress.^5 when used, "both primary and secondary stress are 
shown. Example: Einverstandnis [ V(en ̂ £' r \ f i r  e.i-v't
[ ? ]— indicates a glottal stop (the term is used to designate 
sound produced by closing the larynx and suddenly releasing the air 
with an explosive effect).18 [ ? ] is used interchangeably. Example: 
Verein [ F e r ?l a e n  ].
[ ** ]— the umlaut (in German orthography) is used to indicate 
a modification of the vowel over which it is placed.^ Examples: 
Vaters [ - f s  : offnen [ 'ce-f ], ttbung [ 1 y :
[ •« ]— the diaeresis (in French orthography) is placed over one 
vowel of a digraph (two orthographic letters in sequence used to 
represent a single sound).18 One notices that the oe_ in coer [ Kcet'] 
represents a single sound, but in Noel [ n o  there are two 
different sounds because of the diaeresis over the second vowel.
Capital Letters
The use of capital letters in German orthography is different 
from other languages in several ways. For example, all German nouns 
are capitalized.^ Because the use of capital letters does not affect 




^George M. Howe, Fundamentals of German (Boston: Ginn and 
Company, 1933), p. 11.
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Vowels
A vowel is the acoustical "basis of any language and the main 
element on which tones are "built. Because of the importance of 
vowels in the realm of speech and song, and "before continuing the 
discussion, it might be well to define the term. A vowel is a sound 
produced with vibration of the vocal cords by the unobstructed 
passage of air through the oral cavity.20 Said in a slightly 
different way, vowels are sounds articulated in such a way that the 
breath stream flows unhindered along the median line of the vocal 
tract.21
German vowels, like those of English, have features of sound 
which are said to be distinctive.22 Therefore, it is important for 
the American student to obtain a proper concept of the distinctive 
features by means of comparing them to English counterparts. Upon 
hearing some of these sounds, probably for the first time, viz., the 
mixed vowels contained in such words as horen, Teufel, lacheln, Buch, 
one may be unaware of, or unable to perceive any similarity at all 
between the two languages. What may appear to be a more obvious fact 
to one is, that in both form and sound, the language differences 
may appear to be considerable.2^
20Pei and Gaynor, p. 229.
21William G. Moulton, The Sounds of English and German 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1962), p. 2.
22Distinetive sound features have to do with the acoustical 
phenomena of vowels and consonants. Detailed discussion will be 
presented at the appropriate time.
23lbid., p. 3.
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Students who concern themselves with learning foreign languages 
base their understanding of Italian and French upon tradition and 
experience.211 This very understanding itself is considered to be a 
supreme law for phonetics and diction.However, as far as this 
report is concerned, the rules for German diction are based princi­
pally upon the book Deutsche Buhnenssprache— Hochsprache by Theodore 
Siebs. This book was published at the initiative of the German 
Theatrical States and the German Actors Union and was officially 
sanctioned by them. Contributors to the publication are the fore- 
most experts in phonetics and state diction.
The International Phonetic Association
In the mid-l800s, language scholars decided to develop an 
alphabet which would provide a symbol for every speech sound in 
western European languages. The International Phonetic Alphabet was 
devised in 1886 by a group of scholars who became known as the 
International Phonetic Association. Subsequently, the association 
published its journal, The Phonetic Teacher (Le Maitre Phonetique), 
to introduce the newly developed phonetic alphabet. The proposed 
alphabet has as a basis the Broad Romic Alphabet of Henry Sweet, a 
British phonetician. The initial document of the IPA has been 
modified only once (1951). It is remarkable that, although used 
worldwide, is has maintained a consistency between both symbol and
2kAdler, p. 92 .
25ihid. 26rbid.
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sound.2^ The IPA has come to he widely used in dictionaries,
pQjournals, and textbooks in the field of language study. '
It should be carefully noted that the IPA is a system of 
symbols, with a symbol for each sound (phone). By the judicious use 
of the IPA, a ready way of writing down the pronunciation of the 
individual sounds, words, and phrases provides the student with an 
indispensible tool in learning, recognizing, and recording every 
sound.29
Since German is the target language for this report, one is 
advised to memorize those symbols listed for use in the language 
(see figure l).
Experts in the field of phonetics classify vowels according to 
the position of the tongue in producing these vowels. This report 
uses three classifications: Front vowels, Back vowels, and Front- 
rounded vowels. All vowels are organized according to the Vowel
..........  . , ^honetics_ (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
28Those readers who may desire a complete history of The Inter­
national Phonetic Association, The International Phonetic Alphabet,
and the accompanying journal, Le Maitre Phonetique, are referred to a 
document by Robert W. Albright entitled The International Phonetic 
Alphabet: Its Background and Development," International Journal of 
American Linguistics, Part III, Vol. 2 k , No. 1, January, 1958,
Indiana University Research Center in Anthropology, Folklore, and 
Linguistics.
29lda C. Ward, The Phonetics of English (Cambridge: W. Heffer 
and Sons Ltd., 1958), p. 32.
A Detailed Study of German Vowels
Diagram (see figure 2).
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High. Front Central High Back
Mid
Front Front
Low Front Low Bad
Fig. 2.— Vowel diagram illustrating the 
relative tongue positions of German vowels. 
Copyright 1969 by Walter deGruyter and Co., 
Berlin. Used by permission.
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In German grammar, vowels are categorized as "being long or 
short, stressed or unstressed.3° Phonetically, long vowels are 
usually described as tense (closed); conversely, short vowels are 
lax (open). The rules for determining a long vowel are as follows:
1. When a vowel is doubled in a word (occurs only with vowels 
_a, e_, and o) .
Haar [ kct* r  ]
Beet [ belt ]
Boot [ b o ; t ]
2. When a vowel appears before the letter h.
Ahnung [1 n  o ij ] 
Ehre [ 'e: ]
ihr [ i: r ]
Wohnen [ v o  : n-?n]
Uhr [ U : r  ] 
Nahe ]
Hohe [ ' h & '■ 3 ]
Kuhle [ K y : ]
3. In words which are spelled with the digraph ie_.
Lieder [ 1 J l \ : d a r ]  
hier [ hi : r ] 
viel [ fi: i ]
Wieder [ V  I : d j  *"] 
Melodie [ m e  tfo'dj:]
4. Before stressed initial syllable. 
Erde [ ‘e ; r c \  3 ] 
eben [ ’e : b-5 n ] 
werden [ ‘v e : r d j  "1
^Charles Duff and Paul Stamford, German for Beginners (New 
York: Barnes and Noble, Inc., 1957), p. ^
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5• In pronouns.
mir [ Yr\ i : r ] den [ c/e : n3
dir [ cl i : r  3 wem [ \/e: m  3
wir c w 1 : r 3 wen [ ve: n 3
Ihr [ I / r  3 wer c i/ei:r 3
dem [ de: nn 3
6. Before single consonants in a word followed by a vowel, 
wider [ ‘ V  I' cUr]
Leben [ Jlo. '■ bs n ]
Short vowels, known also as lax vowels, occur when followed by 
double consonants (consonant cluster). These consonants may belong 
to different syllables.
doch [ d o x .  3
Sonne [ ' Z D  H-D ] 
loschen [ I  ̂  J <3 n  3 
There are four front vowels used in German diction, paired 
according to tense and lax sound: C I 3j [ -I 3> and [ £ 3j C &  3- 
Tongue-fronting means each vowel is produced with the tip of the 
tongue against the lower teeth. At the same time the front of the 
tongue, having been elevated toward the hard palate, for the high 
[ I 3, is lowered slightly as each vowel is pronounced. In the same 
process of movement, the jaw is also lowered. With the fronting of 
the tongue, the lips are spread in a slight smiling position (see 
Plate I). Both the fronting of the tongue and spreading of the lips 
diminish gradually when the vowels are sung from top to bottom of 
the diagram (see figure 2).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Dimensional terms like high, mid, and low, also front, central 
and back are used to describe phonetic conditions of vowels on the 
vowel diagram (see figure 2). Thus, the ee, (as in feet) [ ) ], may­
be described as tense. The alternate term closed vowel is equally- 
used, and its meaning is the same as that of a tense vowel. Siebs 
indicates stress (length) of the sound by using the colon as a 
diacritical mark to denote stress and length of the vowel, thus
[i:].31
The Front Vowels 
['»:]
The [ (:] is the highest and most forward in placement of the 
front vowels. The [ <:] vowel is described phonetically as a high- 
front, tense (closed), unrounded phone, the sound of which is found 
in words of English, Italian, French, and German (see Plate I).
English 
feet [ -f i : t  ] 
leave [ £ i. \/ ] 
grieve [ ^r i• V ] 
league [ I  i: ]
creed [ Kri •. ci ]
Italian
mio [ m  ! :  o ] 
mia ['mi; o- ] 
via [ V  I: a ] 
brio [ b y i: 0 ] 
figlia [ '-f i ; /Ul 
German (orthographic i_, ih, ie)
wir [ V  I : r] ihn C i ? f t 1
dir [ cl i: r ] Liebe [ ‘A I ]
dormir [ d  D r  I m : r]
P I • Tmourir [  jpnu, Y I '* Y J 
soupir [ 5  U  'p i Y ] 
livre [ '£ | ; V r ] 
nuit [ n tj I; ]
31william G. Moulton, The Sounds of English and German (Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press, 1962), p. 52.
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ihr [ ill— ] fliegen [ f f t  I - cj<3 n ]
Several exceptions to the digraph ie as a closed sound are found 
in these words:
Lilie [ Ji i; itj ]
Linie [ I  i: n. J3 ]
Familie [ -fa'tn i: I h l  
Ferien [ 1 -f e  '■ r T  -3 n  ]
Spanien l ^ j p a :  tn T  3  m ]
[ I  ]
The [ t ] vowel is described phonetically as a high-front, lax 
(open), unrounded phone. In comparing the [ T. ] and [ e. ] sounds on 
the vowel diagram (see figure 2), one notices the [ £ ] is indented, 
indicating that the position of the tongue is slightly more retracted 
in the [e ] sound than it is in the [ X ] sound.32 (See Plate II.) 
Since the [ x  ] sound is not used in Italian and French languages, 
only English and German words are used as examples.
English Italian French
fill [ -Fx-6 ] n/a n/a
brick [ b r X K ]
sit [ 5 1  ]
little [ 3
ridge [ r r  dvj ]
32r ichard G. Cox, The Singer's Manual of German and French 
Diction (New York: Collier Macmillan Publishers, 1970), p. 7-
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German (orthographic i_ followed, by a double consonant)
ist [ r s t  ] 
bitte ['brto ] 
mich [ m z .  Cj. ]
Tisch [ t x y ]
Fisch [ f z  f ]
Ding [ c l r t j ] 
zwischen [ ' i s  v t  f ^ n l  
Sinn [ 2 l/i ] 
wird [ V T . r t  ]
Wille [ V i  ij]
stirbt [ J t z t r  l=>t ] 
Kirche ['/•<£ r c  3  ]
Irrtum [ ' I  v i -  u  no ]
ich [ I 9 ]
nicht [ h  X  $  t  ]
Licht [ I  x  c. t  ]
sitzen [ 1 2: r  ts><? n ] 
Ring [ r X r] ] 
nimmer [ H i  m  r ] 
wind [ V  T n_"t ]
The [ x  ] i-s sounded also in unstressed suffixes: -in, -nis, 
-lich, -ig, -icht, and -isch.
Konigin [ ' K & n r  p x n  ] 
freundlich [ l-fr o p n tJ L z c - 3 
Dickicht [ ’j j k ,  X cj- t  ]
Finsternis ['fin s t e r  riii] 
selig ['.ze. ^15: ] 
irdisch [ ' % r  ]
[ e ]
The [ e. ] is described phonetically as a high-mid-front, tense 
and unrounded phone (see Plate III). The [ e. ] phone does not really 
exist in a pure form in English except in short, unstressed syllables 
like the first syllable in chaotic. Rather,the [ &  ] is the first 
sound in the English diphthong [ e r ]  in made [ fJo&xf/], cake 
[ K & x K  ], and spake [specn]. Siebs warns speakers and singers
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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against the practice of making a diphthong out of the monothongal
[ e ] . 33
Italian^ FrenchEnglish
n/a questa [ K u ]
quella [ ]
venti [ ]
finche [ f  x rj K ̂  ] 
tre [t / - e  ]
German (orthographic e_, eh, ee)
Weg (noun) [ v  e ; K  ] 
den [ c{ e : n  ]
Rede [Ve<: d -3 ] 
heten [ ' be./ ]
Gehet [ c jd  1 b e ;  t ]
[£-]
The [ £  ] vowel sound is described phonetically as a low-mid- 
front, lax (open), unrounded phone. The tongue is less fronted and 
lies lower than the [ e. ] which is a tense sound (see Plate IV).
The sound is common to all four languages.
English Italian French
bed [ bs.d ] letto [ J L e t t o  ]
guest [ £j g j t  ]
ete [ e t e .  ] 
et [ e. ]
clarte [ kia-r ‘ be ] 
donner [ d o  n e. ] 
danser [ cl 51 -Se- ]
gehen [ ' ̂  e : o  tq ] 
stehen [ §  t  e. : -9 n  ] 
Ehre [ * € ; r  ] 
Schnee [ J  h e . :  ]
Heer [ h  : r~ ]
petto [ p g. 1 1  J ]
laisser [ £<S <2.. ]
clair ( K ]
33siebs, p. 58.
3^-Evelina Colomi, SingersT Italian (New York: G. Schirmer Inc., 
1970), p. 18.
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PLATE IV
A photograph of the author singing the vowel,
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breath [ ] bella [ b e x ?J:d. ] maitre [ tr«? ]
pen [ p £. k<- ] meglio [1 ft i £ X  2 ] peine [ p  £ n  ]
pleasure ] per [ p e r  ] reve [ r £, ̂  ]
German (orthographic e_, a)
fern [ f<£ r  n  ] Herz [ h u r t s ' ]
essen [ 1 £■ 5 S s r ) ] Mensch [ mr\ e n  ^ ]
Bett [ b  & 1 ] Manner [ ' /VI £. n <?r ]
Ende ] wasche ['v£ ]
weg [ V £ Bache [ b  £. j  ]
letzt [ Xttsi ] Garten [ £ T t - 3  tn ]
denn [ d  £  n  ] Apf el [ 1 £, p -f r? ]
Back Vowels
The back vowels are [ tc ], [ tJ" ], [ O  ], and [ 0 ]. First 
in order is the [ U. ] phone.
C u:]
The oo [ U ], a stressed vowel, is described phonetically as 
a high-back., tense, round phone. Concerning all back vowels of which 
the oo [ U ] phone is the highest, one author classifies them as lip 
vowels, and refers to all front vowels as tongue vowels.35 The [ U  ] 
is formed by similtaneous action of slightly lowering the jaw while 
rounding and projecting the lips (see Plate V). The oo_ [ u  ] is 
well represented in all four languages.
35John Moriarty, Diction (Boston: E. C. Schirmer Music Company, 
1975), P. 13.
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English Italian French
food [ -fu'.d ] lunga [ & u ] tout [ tit ]
crew [ K f U 1 ] spunto [ .Sp u n  t'j ] coup [ K u, ]
lose [ X  U ; -z ] tutto [ t u t  t o ] pour [ pu:f]
prove [ prq :\/ ] muta [ m a t a ] partout [ p a r t  u ]
chew [ t( U • ] uno [ u; h d ] debout [ d 3 b u.: ]
German (orthographic u , uh)
Kuh [ Ku: ] genug [ ^  ' n a : k. ]
Schuh [ y u : ] Ruhr [ ru: r ]
Uhr [ li; r ] Ruhm [ r u : m  ]
du [d a ; ] suchen [ 1 ̂  u.: X n  ]
schule [ jw. ] Jugend [ * J Cl » ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂ -3
Armut [ CL r mn. U. \ i. ] Gruss [ qr U:S ]
Bistum [ 'j3 15t U ‘. W* ] Fuss [ F a : js ]
zug I is u: K ] Buch [ bu •. x1 ]
C or]
The [ t r  ] vowel is described phonetically as a high-back-lax 
round phone (see Plate VI). It is next in the descending order of 
back vowels from high to low, and is the [ 17 ] phone, paired with its 
counterpart closed f IL 1» Also, it is an allophone of [ U, ]. The 
[ V  ] phone is limited to English and German diction.
English Italian French
foot [ - p - u t ]  n/a n/a
book [ b cr K]
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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could [ k ' l r d  ] 
would [ cjj u  cl ] 
cook [ k v  K  J 
German
Since it is an open vowel, orthographic conditions determine 
open sound [ XT ] to he used when u occurs before two or more con­
sonants, even when the consonants belong to two or more syllables. 
[ XJ ] is used also before sch, as in Busch. ^
The [ 0  ] vowel is described phonetically as a high-mid-back, 
tense, rounded phone (see Plate VII). The [ O ] is a monothong and 
as such does not occur in American English, except when combined with 
the [ U " 3 to form a diphthong: [ Ot/] in our word go. Great caution
should be exercised by the American singer to avoid making a diph­
thong [our] instead of the pure [ c ]  phone.
3^Eva Wilcke, German Diction in Singing, trans. Arthur E. Smith
rev. Bainbridge Crist (New York: E. P. Dutton, and Co., Inc., 1930),
Mutter C ' m  u t - Q r  ] 
Butter [ ̂ b W  b-3 \T ] 
Druck [ 1 cl r t r  K ] 
Bund [ ^  u  It t ]
Stunde [ f t .  u n c i a l  
Flucht [ fJiirX. t  ] 
Schuld
Busch [ b  v j  ] 
Kunst [ K u ' n s ' t  ] 
um [ I T M . ]
u*1 L Zms 3
Gedult [ ]
Jung [ j  1/ IQ ] 
sturm [ ("̂  U  fWI ]
[ O ]
p. 38.
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PLATE VII
A photograph of the author singing the vowel.





solo [ * 5 0  H o ] 
molto [,|T)c£t"3] 
mobile [ ' f r i o b  t i e , ]  
amore [ O re]
notre [ n o t  r  ] 
votre [ v  ot r ] 
1' eau [ !t O ] 
mot [ m  O  ] 
vallone [ * \ /a i ic n e J  repos [ ^3  po ] 
German (orthographic o_, oh, and oo)
Tor [to; r]
Tod [ t o :  cl 2
WO [  V O :  ]
oben [ ' Cbb-O n  ]
Brot [ b ' r O ' - t  ]
Mond ['frj o: ]
Bote [ b o ;  t ^  ]
Vogel [ -p o 1 <j 3  ]
Rose [ r o ; 2 3  ] 
rot [ r o :  £  ] 
schon [ J O i nu ] 
Rot [ n o :  t  ]
Sohn t z  O : )a- ] 
froh [*{Vo: ]
Ohr [ o :  r  ] 
ohne [ : ir)^g "]
l 0 2
The [ V  ] vowel is described phonetically as a low-mid-back, 
lax, round phone, as found in our word ought. To form the sound 
requires less lip-rounding than the [ O ]  phone (see Plate VIII).
English
brought [ b n O ' t ]
Italian
voglio ['vO/C"i> ]
coffin [ ‘Kofj" Kl ] segno [ 'sGjo.O ] 
bagno [ bcXJhO ] 
tutto [ t u t t ^  ]
cross [ K  y O  S ] 
loss [ £  o  5  ] 
fought [ ]
French
port [ p o  r t  ] 
votre [ V o t  n 3 ] 
bonne [ 5 1> r u  ]
p o  T
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German
Morgen [ * iTl O  T cj -3 ^  ] doch [ c l 0  X  1
Post [ p D S t  ] soil [ 1
Wort [ V  O  V "t ] Wonne [ ' V  O h <9 1
oft [ o-Ft ] Gott [ 0  3 t  ]
von [ JT Q  n . ] Donner [ d  D h-9 T ]
vom [ -P O  hr\ ] Gold [ Cj 0  X  t  ]
sonst [ 2  O M S t  ] Kopf [ K  O p  t  ]
folgen [ l -pz> d 0 -9 ̂  ] 0to
Sonne [ 0 n  <S> ] dort [ c \  OY" t  ]
Rolle [ ' T O  1 3  ] voll [ ^  Z) £  ]
fromm [ r o  Ml ] holde [ "A 0  d  ]
borgen [ b o  h 3 hoch [ ft) 3 x  1
Tropf I t  r  D  p P  1 noch [ 71 O  X  ]
[O.]
Th-e [ (X. ] vowel is described phonetically as a low-back, lax 
(open) phone (see Plate IX). It is the lowest of all vowel sounds. 
Since this vowel is used as both a short and long, or stressed, 
sound, some phonetic distinction needs to be made. Siebs used the 
symbol [ CL ] for the short sound instead of the [ 2L ], and the [<3-0 
for the long, or stressed sound.37
STsiebs, p. 23.
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English Italian^
spot [ caro [ ' K  Q.£ 0 ]
bother [ ' b  a  'b  3 " ] foglia [ f o &  a - ]
part [ p Ct r C ] fota [ 1 -f o t.OL ]
large [ i d r c f j  ] tavola [ l b  < x \ , o I a . ]
garden V cjC l rcUtt ] balia [ 1 b c x K t t ]
German
ach [ 0% ]
Bach [ baK  1
wach [ \/ X ]
Hass [ f\0-S ]
nass [ n a S  ]
Fass [ -f c\ S ^
CO.:]
The [ CL- ] vowel is descrihed phonetically as a low-back, lax, 
partly-rounded phone, as found in our word father. Considered to be 
the lowest and most open of all vowels, the Italian singing masters 
made much use of it as a vocal exercise.39 As one would suspect, the 
sound has wide use in all four languages 
.American English Italian French
father ['-fa: 1 padre [ ' p a  d r ^ ]  bas [ b A- ]
^Colorni, PP* 30-31.
39victor Alexander Fields, Foundations of the Singer’s Art 
(New York: Vantage Press, 1977), p. 235.
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calm [ K a . h a  ] 
guard [ CjCL‘. rd ] 
yard [ ja .%  r  d l  
large [ X<X\ r dj]
German (orthographic a, ah, a a ] 
Vater [ -fa: t ^ r ]  
hahen I *  h a :  n  ]
Glas [ j £ a : S ]  
schlafen [ Q  : - f s  tf ]
Name [ ' r \  a m  3  1 
Lage [ J l a i  Cj-9 ]  
fragen [ r <Z - h   ̂
sagen [ 2. CL t ty-d n  ]
Tafel [ 1
aher [ ^  ; b d  r  1
Rat [ r a :  t  ]
madre [ i'*l a  ;dr,?] pas [ p a  ]
» • 1 . ~  amani [ W a n t ]  baton [ btf-'to ]
amabiie [  c l ' yyiabi^eJ pale C {p a : J l o  ]
fatalita [ - p a t c i l ' l U l nation [ F) CO S j ‘o ]
langsam £ ^  ]
Naht [ n a  : t ] 
fahren l ' f a  : r * 3  m 1 
Zahi [ tsa: Jt ]
Brahms [ b i r d  - I ' l l -2- ]
r 1Ahnung [ trtj ]
Haar [ '/la: r  ]
Staat [ Jt> &-1 b ]
Aar [ a : r ]
Saal [ Z - d :  I  1 
Paar [ p a . :  r  ]
Front-rounded Vowels
[y:]
The [ y : ] vowel is described phonetically as a high-front- 
rounded, tense phone. The sound is produced by rounding the lips in 
the position of [ LL ] while simultaneously enunciating the sound of 
[ f ] through the [ LL ] opening.1*0 (See Plate X.) There is no
^°D. Ralph Appelman, The Science of Vocal Pedagogy (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1967), p. 89.
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comparable sound for use in American English, nor Italian, though 
it is used in French and German.
American English Italian
n/a n/a
German (orthographic u, uh, %) 
fur [ -f y: r ] 
uber [ y :  r]
miide [ ' h i  y  ‘, d 3  ]
Tur C t y : r ]
(jbel [' y ; b3>Ji ] 
grun [ cj r y : n ]
Bucher [ b y :  3  r  ]
f riih I -f r y  - ]
CYl
® ie C Y  1 vowel is described phonetically as the lax, front- 
rounded phone. The production of this sound is similar to the [ y  ]. 
It is made by enunciating the [ I ] phone through an [ XJ ] opening 





une [ y:a] 
user [ y ; 2  e ] 
raur [ m  y : r ] 
sur [ 5  y : r  ] 
unique [ y  n i K  ]
gliihen [ ’ ^  y : 3  n  ]
Buhne [ ' b y :  ^ ]
kiihl [ l<- y  : 2 ]
typisch [ t y j ^
lyrisch [ ^  y  i ]
Zypresse [ t s y :  p f t  S 3  ] 
Zynisch [ t - S y ' d l j l
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German (orthographic u, 21— followed by double consonants or more than 
two consonants which is called a cluster)
stuck [ J t y K  3 
Fulle [ '-fyia ]
Burger [  'b Y r ^ -G r ]  
L iifte  [  ‘i Y f  ] 
Fliisse ]
junger [  j  3f rj -3 r  ]  
fu n f [  f  Y n .-f ]  
hiibsch [ h -Y b j ]  
wunchen [ ' v y i i j j  ]
Riicken [ 1 r V  K -p n ] 
zuriick [ "fĉ  1 rv K ]
Hiille ['^LY 1
fiillen [ 'fyjkn 1 
Gluck [ C j l ^ K  1 
Kunstler [ 1 K  Y  11 S t l< d  r l  
Fruchte [ ,-frYyt-5' ]
Myrte [ ' m s r t i > ] 
Rhythmus [ V i f t  ( b u s  ]
[ * ]
The [ <$> ] vowel is described phonetically as a mid-front- 
rounded, mid phone. The [ <fi ] demands the tongue position of [ &  ] 
with lip-rounding almost as tense as the [ y  ], but of the [ O ].^ 
(See Plate XII.) There is a superficial resemblance to the English 
vowel [ 3" ] in the words heard, murmur, bird, and learn. The 
student should be warned against trying to impose the r. flavor into 
this German sound, though the [ ] sound is made with more pronounced






peu [ p tf> ] 
heureux [ oe.'r0 ] 
feu [ -f e£ ]
^lAppelman, p. 189.
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peutetre [ p  
deux [ <d ]
German (orthographic o_, oh, oe)
hose [ b  0  : 2 - 2  ] Konig [ K  <P - ]
Konigin [ K p )  OX. e j r  n  ] 
drohnend [ ' d  re p  : n  ^ n t  ]
hoher [ ' 0  : £ 4  Xcj. ] 
hoflich [ h o  U z  c ]
Losung [ 1 J . 0 ]  Z-CJ1Q ] Vogel [ ‘ f 0  : 3 ^ ]
Sohne [ 12  0  : /V ̂  ]
Rohre [ 1 r • r  -3 ]
hochst [ A  {25 .* 5 1  ]
schon [ J  <pt ru  ] 
Goethe [ 1 Cj 0  • ]
Flote [ l j J l  p l t l  ]
C C&. ]
The [ ce ] is described phonetically as mid-front-rounded lax 
phone, but lower than the ]. The [ <oe. ] is a combination of 
lip-rounding for the open o_ [ 0 ] (see Plate XIII}. It is a lax 
sound as opposed to the tense [ 0  This sound is not used in 
English and Italian.
English Italian French
n/a n/a soeur [ 5 c e  r  ]
boeuf [ b  oe -f ] 
oeuvre [ oe. : v r ]  
German (orthographic o_before double consonants)
feuille [ ' -fee ; j ] 
auteur [ c ' t o &  I" ]
Konnen [ K  ce. }
Holle I 1 b  c e  I - s l
voiiig [1 f  oe, jZr <y ] 
zwoif [ t s  v  ce. I f  ]
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Tochter [ 1 t e a ,  (j. t $ r  ] Gotterdammerung [gcetaK^ermn/^]
offnen [ 1 c e f  n o n  ] Worter [Voe. 1 3 r ]
U  3
The [ 3  ] vowel is described phonetically as a low-mid-central, 
lax, unrounded to partially rounded phone. This vowel is known as 
the schwa designated phonetically with this symbol [<9 ].^2 The 
schwa is often described as a neutral sound found in many languages, 
having wide usage in English, French and German. One authority, in 
writing about the schwa as used in English sounds, has this to say,
"The schwa has been described as the dumping ground for all the 
variations caused by unstressing.
William Vennard, highly acclaimed singer, eminent teacher, and
author, described the schwa as a dull vowel, lacking in stress, and
weakest in terms of acoustical energy, and writes:
. . .  It takes energy to arch the tongue for an ee_ [ I ], and 
generates enough compression in the larynx to sound the high 
partial the vowel demands. . . . The "dull" vowel is the easiest 
to make, and that is why it is so often an unaccented syllable.^
In singing it becomes necessary to modify the sound to an
eh [ £ ]. Examples of this can be seen in such words as Gebet
[ but sung [ Cj b e :
^Moriarty, p. 21.
^Claude Edgar Kantner and Robert William West, Phonetics 
(Wew York: Harper Bros., 19^0), p. 88.
^William Vennard, Singing, the Mechanism and the Technic
(New York: Carl Fischer, IncT, 1967), p. 139.
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French^
cependent [ S 3  p&- d Z  ]
secour [ 5^ K  u  I' ]
retour [ £ u. r ]
reviens [ r«9 £- ]
que [ K  3  ]
iiber [ 1 y  ; t>3 r 3 
dunkel [ 1 d  K .P ]
English Italian
penitent [ j2£fi3 tont] n/a 
formula [ ’-for m j  trig ] 
harberism [(b ^ r b 3  t"£-zrri] 
payment [ 1 p £ J  vw g * z f ] 
pastorate [ p 3 e s ts>ri£ ]
German
geworden [ V  o r  d 3  ft ]
Geige [ ^ a a ^ a  ]
Fuga [ '-f u  : < j 3 ]
Diphthongs
Pei describes, a diphthong as a union of two vowels pronounced 
in one syllable.^ Diphthongs are spoken of as rising if a semi­
vowel (non-syllabic element) precedes the vowel, and falling if the 
reverse is true.^T Diphthongs are complex vowels which begin with 
one vowel and end with another in the same syllable.^ In singing a 
diphthong in German, the important thing to remember is that the 
first vowel of the diphthong should be sustained as long as possible 
without anticipating the second vowel (the off-glide).^ Thus, in
^5Moriarty, p. 183. 
U6i’Pei and Gaynor, p. 57*
^Tjohn P. Hughes, The Science of Language (New York: Random 
House, 196U), p. 230.
^Faircloth and Faircloth, p. 15.
^Moriarty, p. 65.
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the English word try [ tr a I ] the [ aJ\ is sustained until the 
very last "before gliding off with the [ X  ] vowel.5° it is articu­
lated very quickly and sharply, thus becoming a consonant— like the 
sound [ T ] and [ U. ] in our word use sounded quickly [ j ].
Three diphthongs occur in German. They are [ <3.1 ], [<2-tT], and 
[ oy] as used by Langenscheidt.51 For these same three diphthongs, 
Siebs uses a different symbol for the second element in the diph­
thong. 52
Langenscheidt Siebs
[ a i ] O e ]
[at/-] C a o ]
C o y ] i O f i f l
[ ae]
The first of the diphthongs to be discussed is the [ ad]. 
Since each vowel in the diphthong has been described, it is signifi­
cant to note its similarity to the English diphthong [ <XX] as in 
cry and try [ K r C L T  ] and [ t r a i ] .
50pei and Gaynor, p. 57.
5lEdmund Klatt and C-isella Klatt, Langenscheidt's Standard 
Dictionary (Berlin: Langenscheidt, 189*0, p. 65*+.
^^siebs, pp. 80-8l.
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English
bright [ b Y~ 3X"t ] 
rye [ I" I I  ] 
sight [ 5 CLX-t ] 
plight [ p & c t ] 
right [ r<XZt ] 
pride [ p r c L t d  ] 
die [ c( a  r ]
German (orthographic ei_, ai, ajr, eg)
Stein [ J t a ®  n  ]
dein [ d. &■& h ]
allein [ a .Jlaein ]
mein [ W \  Cl£/i ]
Wein [ \/ a  e. in 3
Leib [ l a e p  ] 
bei [ b a e .  ] 
nein [ n a e  y\ ]
Eisen [ ^ S  ]
Leid [ Z a e ±  ] 
reich [ |~ ̂ 6- “y  ] 
frei [ f r a e  3 





conseil [ b C j & £ , \  j  ] 
travail [ "t r<3- va:J ] 
sommeil [ 5 0  IT16.:j ] 
pareil [ 1
detail [ d  e  t g . : j ]
Eingeweide ['den 3
zvei [ ts V 
drei [ cl V 0-& * ]
Geist [ Cj < X a s  ~t ] 
eilen [ a e  ]
bleiben
gleich [ C j£ a e .  ^  ]
Weide [ 1 V  a  e  d a . ]
Geheimnis [ <̂ -3 4 \ a.e m  n i 5  ] 
Kaiser [ K  O.&. ^ .-9 r* ]
Main [ v m  O -e. ^  ]
Bayern [ * b & . &  3
Bayreuth [ ' b a e  K O 0  t  ]
Italian^^
laudato [ JL <X.\j <dcLTd\
poi [ po: i 3
mai [ |"j') o. • i ]
feudo ['-Pe a d a  3
laido [ '/ A,\ cl o 3
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Bein [ b  Cl e . n  ] 
Beide t ' b a e ^  ] 
Mai [ YV\ CL e. ]
Mainz [ W \  CL& Cb£ 5 ] 
Hain [ 4 uo l e h ]
Ayrer [ CLQ. r<? r~ ] 
Meyer [ <xe. ■9 1' ] 
Goyer [ 1 Cj 0  0  -3 F" ] 
Geyser [ 0 <xe X « 3 r ]  
Freytag [ *-f r a ! K ]
[ A O ]
[ a o ]  is the second diphthong, represented phonetically with 
[ a.] and [ O  ] s o u n d s . The [ O  ] is rounded and is u sed as an off- 
glide. The [ CLO ] is similar to the [ & u  ]  diphthong in house [C ta u s ] .  
English Italian French
house [ h  C IV 'S  ] n /a n /a
crowd [ /<'c c l  V  c { ] 
allow [ o  J Ic l v  ] 
south [ s  O - v  &  ]
German (orthographic au) 
auf [ O. o f ] 
auch [ a o x  ] 
aus [ CL C? S> ]
Haus [ h  d  CoS ]
Bau [ b  CL O  ]
Baum [ b (X  O M  ] 
braum [ fp CO- ]
grau [ C f r C u O  ]
Frau [ - f r a o  3 
Auge [ o - a q £  ]
laufen [ 'X  O-o-f (n ] 
tausend [ 1 £  a  o  n  t l  
Rauch [ t ~  <a C D  K  ]  
laut [ JL a  o  ~t ] 
genau [ n  a a  ]
Traum [ £  C  d o  ]
August [ <S_ o  C/ U- 5~t 
kaufen [ ' ) £ a  o  f  ^  h  ] 
bauen [ b  Cl o  S  n  ] 
brauchen [ '  b  V C L o  X  -D K7 3
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^9
C5)0]
The third diphthong is [ O 0 ] .  Strictly speaking, the second 
element [ <0 ], made by lip-rounding the frontal [ ̂  ] (or phonating
an [ ] through an [ <̂> ] opening) is difficult in many cases for the
American student to master. One phonetician makes this distinction 
with regard to difference in the [oy] used by Langenscheidt, and 
[o0] as used by Siebs as he remarks:
German authorities differ about this diphthong. Langen­
scheidt uses [dy-], Siebs recommends l o f t ] .  The latter can 
be very difficult for Americans to execute, and the [-?y] serves 
very well for singing. The important thing to remember is that 
the second element of the diphthong is rounder than the 
corresponding sound in English.
Italian FrenchEnglish 
boy [ b o x  ] 
toy [ t o i  ]
Ploy [ p i  o r  1
envoy [* £. n V O X  ] 
deploy [ d x ' p l o x ]
German (orthographic au, eu) 
Auglein [ *3^. !< ]
Baume [* fc> j g ,  ]
Rauber [ ' T 3 0  i?-S> ]
Raume [ 1 Y" 3  0  m  -9 3 
Bebaude ]
voi [ v o :  i ] 
poi [ p o ;  1 ] 
noi [ n o :  ] 3
n/a
Freude C O  $  d  3  ] 
Feuer [ 3
teuer [ 1 3
neun [ H  O p  W ] 
heulen [ 3 $  J l-O / ) ]
55Moriarty, p. 69.
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Fraulein [ - f r O 0 ^ 4 e ^  ] heute [ ■ h o 0 t j  ]
tauschen ~L Z>0 J >7 ] deutsch [ d o 0 C j  ]
Mause [ 1 W  5 0 2 ^ ]  Leute [ O 0  C 3 ]
Freund [ Bayreuth [ 1 b  a &  r
Beutel [ I jy  D Teufel [; f - 9 ^  ]
The Glottal Stop
C ? ]
The glottal stop [ P ] is made hy compressing the air below the 
glottis, and then by opening the glottis to release the air.^ It is 
not used extensively, though it is often used to avoid ambiguity.
For instance, it is possible to distinguish the difference in one 
singing your eyes and you arise by using a glottal stop: [ j U  rax^I 
and [j u  -3 7 C L X Z ^ ’ glottal stop is used extensively in German.
Correct usage in singing certain words is very significant to the 
meaning of the text. Employing the glottal stop in the phrase, in 
deinem blauen augen [ I n  'c ia ^ h s m n  jp la o e n  gives the
words emotional stress. Probably its greatest use in German is to 
avoid linking, thus giving clarity to the end and beginning of two 
words in close proximity, as in the example, blauen augen 
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German
beobachten [ b 9  ? iO t  b a x t - a * ]  
beacbten [ b 3  7l& x t a n  ] 
beamte [ b 3 ]
geantworten [ 7'a n't v o r t % v \
verein [ f£ r ctem ]
Exceptions— words which do not 
hinaus [ h i  n* ci o  5 ] 
darum [ c \ a ' rt/ni] 
uberall [ y-.b̂ i r'd i ] 
heruber [ €  : r y  : b ^ r ]
erinnem [ £ r  ?i £ H <3™] 
geoffnet [ o e f n ^ t ]
verandern [ -f?£.r?l£/n c ^ - o t n  ] 
geubt [ y <s>7(y p t  ] 
erroten [ 6 r  ?,oe ]
use glottal stop:
hierauf [ hi: *r cx o f  ] 
Theater [ t-e 'a', "tar] 
Einander [ a e n ' a  n d-3 r ] 
herein [ ft £ 1 r m  ]
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CHAPTER III
In the act of verbal communication effected either through 
sung or spoken language, a person uses two general classifications 
of sound: vowels and consonants.-̂ The emphasis in this chapter is 
directed to the phonetics of German consonants, as vowels were 
covered in the previous chapter.
In the study of vowels, it was determined that their phonetic 
characterization is long, steady, vocal sounds, which form the very 
nucleus of a syllable. Consonants, on the other hand, are charac­
terized generally as short, unstable sounds, and are often considered 
to be quite noisy.
A good working definition of a consonant sound is supplied by
Victor Alexander Fields as he writes the following:
. . . According to Webster, consonants are the less sonor­
ous . . . sounds of the language. They are never sounded alone 
but always in combination with a sonant or vocal (vowel) sound. 
Hence the name con-sonant which literally means "produced with 
the sonant." The essential feature in the production of con­
sonant sounds is partial or complete obstruction in the voice 
channel, with or without accompanying breath friction caused 
by these obstructions (e.g., s_, f_, t_, etc.).2
^Robert Donington, The Instruments of Music (London: Methuen 
and Co., Ltd., 1969), p. 123.
2Victor Alexander Fields, The Singer's Glossary (Boston: Boston 
Music Company, 1952), p. 16.
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There are certain sonants which are called semi-vowels because 
of their greater sonancy. These are also known as continuants, 
because, like vowels, these sounds may be musically intoned and pro­
longed indefinitely (e.g., 1_, m, n_, i?).̂
German consonant sounds seem to add distinctive flavor to the 
language as attested by one author who has this to say: "The German 
language is affected more by its consonant changes than by those of 
the vowels."^ It is consonants which seem to endow the German 
language with its most characteristic sound.
Fig. 3.— Phonetic Alphabet, Consonants^
[ \T ] voiced sound made with the tip of the tongue against the 
alveolar ridge
[ R. ] voiced uvular r_— not used in singing
[ H ] voiced liquid continuant
[ J t ] velarized 1-sound in well [ U J 6 . X  ]
[’77'l ] voiced, bilabial, nasal continuant
C TL 1 voiced, alveolar, nasal continuant
[j\,] voiced, soft nasal continuant
[ T j  ] voiced, alveolar, nasal continuant
[*&.] voiceless, glottal-fricative continuant: Hauch ['Aaox]
[ V  ] voiced, labio-dental, fricative continuant
3lbid., p. 17.
^Lewis Herman and Marguerite Shalett Herman, Manual of Foreign 
Dialects (Chicago: Ziff-Davis Publishing Co., 19^3), p. 130.
^Theodore Siebs, Deutsche Aussprache, Herausgegeben von Helmut 
deBoor, Hugo Moser und Christian Winkler (Berlin: Walter deGruyter 
and Co., 19^9), pp. 2 3 - 2 k .
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5U
[ 5  ] voiceless, alveolar, fricative continuant 
[ V ] voiced, alveolar, fricative continuant 
[ J ] voiceless, palato-alveolar fricative continuant 
[ 2 . ] voiced, palato-alveolar fricative continuant 
[ ] voiceless, palatal, fricative continuant (ieh-Laut)
[  J  ] voiced, palatal glide
[ X ] voiceless, veolar, fricative continuant (ach-Laut)
[(X>] voiced, bilabial, fricative continuant 
[ b? Cj ] voiced, weak, explosive stop-plosives 
[ 1 voiceless, strong, stop-plosives
[ t   ̂ to. ] syllabic 1_ and syllabic n continuants
How Consonant Sounds Are Generated
A proper method of projection necessary for singing German songs 
stems primarily from a correct concept of articulation of each con­
sonant sound. What is implied here would seem to suggest that a singer 
understand thoroughly how and where each consonant is generated before 
he is expected to read German orthography.
Consonant and vowel sounds are generated in the same vocal 
tract, which is that part of the speech mechanism above the vocal 
cords (see figure U). It is composed of the phryngeal, nasal, and
mouth cavities.^ Articulation, which may be defined as the formation
of sounds by the vocal organs,7 is brought about by the adjustments
^Willard R. Zemlin, Speech and Hearing Science (Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.,: Prentiee-Hall, Inc.,*1968), p. 231.
?H. A. Gleason, An Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics
(New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1955), p. 23.
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Fig. h .— A free-hand drawing hy the author 
to show the various parts of the vocal tract.
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of both shape and acoustical properties of the vocal tract.® It is 
possible also, for speech sounds to be generated by articulators: 
lips, teeth, tongue, palate, velum, and glottis.
The shapes of the passages between the vocal cords and the 
outside air tends to modify the quality of the voice in various ways. 
Those shapes are effected by the willful configuration of the vocal 
tract in order to form any desired speech sound. Thus, articula­
tion, which is involved in this process, uses two highly movable 
organs of speech. The lower lip, which can articulate against the 
upper lip and upper teeth, is considered to be the first of these.
The second is the tongue, which has the flexibility and agility to 
articulate against the parts of the roof of the mouth (the palate and 
velum)^ (see figure k ). Because the tongue is so adaptable to other 
parts of the mouth, it seems feasible that such mobility and facility 
of this important organ necessitates division into sections. In 
describing these divisions of the tongue, Moulton writes:
A fundamental division is that between the tip of the 
tongue, or the Apex, and the top of the tongue, or the 
Dorsum. The dorsum can be further subdivided into three 
parts: the Blade, opposite the alveolar ridge; the Front, 
opposite the hard palate; and the Back, opposite the soft 
palate or velum.10
In addition, he goes on to say that the root of the tongue is that
8Zemlin, p. 231.
^William G. Moulton, The Sounds of English and German (Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press, 1962), p. 8.
10Ibid., p. 9.
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part which is situated opposite the phryngeal wall.11
Those articulators which use the lower lip are referred to as 
labial or labio- Cwhich may combine with another word). Those which 
use the tip of the tongue are referred to as apex which becomes apical 
or apico-. Those which use the back of the tongue are referred to as 
dorsum which becomes dorsal or dorso-.l£:
As the labial, apex, and dorsum articulate the following organs 
against the top of the mouth (the points of articulation), the results 
are said to be: upper lip, labial; upper teeth, dental; alveolar ridge 
Cgum ridge), alveolar; palate, palatal; velum, velar; and uvula,
uvular.13
The same terms may be used in combination, as follows: 
Labio-labial (or Bilabial): the £  in pine (lower and upper lip) 
Lahio-dental: the t_ in fine (lower lip and teeth)
Apico-alveolar: the r_ in red (tip of tongue and alveolar ridge) 
Apico-alveolar: the t_ in tiny (tip of tongue and alveolar ridge) 
Dorso-alveolar; the £  in sign (top of tongue and alveolar ridge) 
Dorso-palatal: the £  of ich-Laut in ich (top of tongue and hard palate) 
Dorso-velar: the k in back (back of tongue and soft palate)1*1
At a place somewhere along the vocal tract when the breath stream 
passes through a constriction (narrowed place), the result of the 
sound caused by this is friction. - 5  Friction results in a turbulence
^Ibid., p. 9. 12Ibid., p. 9.
^ibid., p. 9. 1*+Ibid., p. 9.
■^Zemlin, p. 232.
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of air which is emitted, thus generating a fricative noise. The 
generation of other consonant sounds may he made by blocking the out­
ward flow of the breath as it travels through the vocal tract. This 
action is accomplished through the articulation of the lips and tongue 
which function as valves to block the vocal tract. As a valve is 
suddenly released, an audible puff of air is produced. Sounds 
known as stops are said to be generated by such manipulations, 
examples of which are found in the sounds [ p  ] and [ t  ].^ One 
must bear in mind that both fricatives and stops may be generated 
rather independently of vocal cord vibration.^
German Consonants: Stops
Stops are consonant sounds sometimes referred to as plosives, 
stop-plosives, and occlusives. There are six stops used in German 
which are identical with those of English. Three are unvoiced 
C p  ]5 [ t  ], [ K  ]i in distinction to their voiced counterparts 
[ £) ]5 [ ^  ], [ 3 ]. Voiced plosives have two sources where 
these sounds are made: the vocal cords, and the break which occurs 
when the air gushes turbulently through the lips. In forming all 
plosive sounds, three factors must be taken into consideration—  
each being necessary to the formation as well as the articulation 
of each stop-plosive. The first factor, described as the closure 
or damming up of the breath stream by either the lips or the tongue, 
is known as implosion. The second factor is plosion, at which time
l^zemlin, p. 231. ITZemlin, p. 231.
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a very slight pause occurs- just before the sudden release of the 
blocked breath stream. Then, the last factor in the process is 
explosion, whereby the lips suddenly snap apart allowing the dammed-up 
breath to ''explode" as it is emitted from the mouth. All stop-plosives 
are characteristically more plosively articulated in German than in 
English,1®
Aspiration is a term that has to do with breathiness or puffs 
of air, as in [*£-]. Furthermore, [ p  ] is sounded with aspiration as 
in the word put. Af fricatives are plosives which are made through 
fricative openings, as in [ t j  ] in church and [^3 ] in
judge A11 0:f the above terms are used in detail later in
an appropriate section in the chapter.
With respect to muscular tension in the pronunciation of con­
sonants, the terms fortis and lenis should be included here. The 
former means strong: hence greater muscular tension required for 
articulation, the latter weak. Generally speaking, for both English 
and German, voiceless plosives [ p t i.y K  ] are fortis, while [ b } d,  cj ] 
are lenis. More specifically Wise writes concerning fortis and lenis:
Any number of variations are possible. For example, [ p ] 
in pat is fortis, aspirated and voiceless; in flapper, [ p  ] 
is still fortis, but comparatively unaspirated; in spatter,
[ p  ] is lenis and unaspirated; in bat [b ] is lenis and 
unaspirated, voiced.^
It is of great importance to note that in German orthography
1®William Vennard, Singing, the Mechanism and the Technic (New 
York: Carl Fischer, Inc., 1967), p. 259-
■^Claude M. Wise, Applied Phonetics (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1957), p. 65.
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voiced stop-plosives are enunciated as voicless stop-plosives under 
the following conditions:
1. When b_, cl, £, each become a final letter in a word or
syllable, as found in the following words:
Dieb pronounced [ <A i : p ]
Tausend pronounced fl.O z z . ^ r t t ' ]
Krieg pronounced [ K  I" I • K  ]
2. When b, d_ each is followed by a voiceless consonant, or a 
consonant cluster as found in the following words:
Abt pronounced [ d i p t  ]
Selbst pronounced [ Z S A p s ^ " ]
Madchen pronounced [ 1 fH £.1 t  3 rt ]
griindlich pronounced [ 1 JLl. ]
All these axe explained in greater detail as they occur within
the proper context of the chapter. Double plosives are sung or
pronounced always as one consonant. Voiced stop-plosives retain the
20tone as in English, though they are held slightly longer.
German Stops 
Voiceless/voiced Phonemes, /p-b/, /t-d/, /k-g/
[P]
Pronounced more explosively in German than in English, [ p  ] is 
described phonetically as a voiceless, bi-labial, stop-plosive sound. 
In forming this sound the lips are closed a little more firmly than
^^Vennard, p. 85.
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in English., After the huildwip of breath, pressure snaps them apart 
in the middle resulting in a slight explosion as explained previously.21 
Only English and German examples are applicable for consonant 
sounds throughout the chapter. However, English is not applicable in 
the case of this letter.
German (orthographic jo, pp, pf)
Schlapp Praxis [ p T A  Wi/s]
Pracht [ p y - C L x t  ] Platz IpJ la. ts ' }
Puppe [ * Jo xj p #  ] Preis [ p r a e -  5 ]
Person [ p  z  o : n.] Lippen[ / r  p  ]
Pein [ p a e n  ] Suppe [ 'j,u|33 ]
Partei [ ] Oper [ 1 o: p s r ]
Prinz [ p r x v x t s  ] Stopp [ f t ? p ]
Also [ ] is the sound to be used when b_ is the final letter
in a syllable or word.22 
German (orthographic b_)
Gelb [ p  ] Lob [ Z a p ]
Abfahren [ 1 <xp f i a  ; r z t i  ] Dieb [ d  i : p  ]
Abdruck i ’ lXjo d  r ir /< ] Weib [ v  p ]
Leib [ J l  a e  p  ]
The [ ] should be pronounced when the letter b_ in orthography
2^Eva Wilcke, German Diction in Singing (New York: E.P. Dutton 
and Co., Inc., 1930), p. 85.
^^Richard F. Sheil, A Manual of Foreign Language Dictions for 
Singers (Fredonia, N.Y.: Palladian Co., 1975), p. 667
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is followed ‘by a voiceless consonant, or consonant cluster.23
The [ b  ] is described phonetically as a voiced, bi-labial 
stop-plosive. In making the sound, the lips are more firmly closed 
than is needed for the same English sound. Breath is built up under 
pressure, then the lips are suddenly snapped apart resulting in 
explosion.
German (orthographic bj
When b_ is the final letter of a syllable or word, it is pro­
nounced [ p  ] as in Grab [ CJ r~<2. : p  ]. These words are appro­
priately supplied under the sounds.
hubsch \_4\y p J  ] 
ob [ o p  ]
Obst [ O f s t  ] 
gibt [ <7Ipt ]
aufhebt [ O- o -f h  e. p t  ] 




boy [ b o x ]  
bat [ b  ]
borrow [ b  O r O V  ] 
rob [ r  d  t- b ] 
ribbon [ 1 r i  b -5> tn ]
Ubei [' y : b ^ i  ] Beim [ b  Clg> im ] 
Balm [ b a :  n  ]blicken [ b l x  K a n ]
2^Ibid., p. 66.
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[ t  ]
The [ ■& ] is described phonetically as a voiceless, apico-
alveolar, stop-plosive. Articulation, or closure, with the tip
(apex) of the tongue touching the alveolar ridge is released
suddenly to allow the hreath to escape. Single or doublt t_ in
orthography is pronounced as in English, although it is more 
ohexplosive.English examples are not comparable.
German (orthographic t_, tt)
The digraph th is always pronounced [ t ], as it appears in
alveolar, stop-plosive. Articulation or closure, is made with the 
tip of the tongue touching the alveolar ridge, and released to allow
Gott [ Cj o  t  ]
KLoster ]
Arbeit [ ' d r b ^ e - t  ]
Donnerwetter [ V £ t ^  r]
Abteilen [ t  a e  ]
Tee [ te: ] 
tatlich
Tafel [ l t a  i z X  ] 
Tochter [ O * t ■£> r ] 
Titel [ f t  i t a X  ]
orthographic words of foreign origin. 
Muth (old spelling) [ m  tf t  ] 
Theater [ *tg ' a . : t s  r]
Theorie [ t e o ' r i  ]
The [ d  ] is described phonetically as a voiced, apico-
24bid., p. 79.
25Ibid., p. 79.
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the breath to escape.
English
dandy [ ' d  26 h  d r  ] 
d a m  [ <?[ Cl I r n  ]
cart [ Kart ]
German (orthpgraphic cl, dd) 
Dinge [ d t  tj ̂  ]
Edda [ S  d  O- ] 
dass [ c i d S  ]
dort [ cl O rt ]
If d occurs
dead [ d  £ ̂  ] 
lead [ J _ & c f ]
dulden [ ' d  V  £ c h  to ]
Ende [ ' e n d #  ]
Kreide [ K r fle  d a  ] 
dadurch [ d a  d x x  r  c ] 
the final letter in an orthographic word, or 
is followed by a voiceless consonant or consonant cluster, it is 
pronounced [ t, ].2^
Hand [ \ r \ a n . t  ]
Tod [ t o t  ]
Kindheit [ K z n t A  /Xe t  ] 
Kleid [ K i « . e . t  ] 
tausend [ t  CL o  ]
endlich [ t  X  r  C ] 
Lied [ X  i i t  ]
Grund [ Cj r~ w  n ,  ' t ] 
Schuld [ j" w J L t  ] 
seid [ Ae t  3
Geld [ 9 £ Jit ]
Bild [ bx  I  t ] 
empfindlich l & W i p  ,Cz c ]
Dune [ 'cd y : na ]
Dunkelheit [ d  W / j  K s  I  h a e i  ] 
durch [ d  (Tr c ] 
driicken [ cfrY KflU ]
Drang [ c l r a ] 
draussen [ d  r  0 .0  
Deutsch [ cj D 0  t j  ]
^Wilcke, p. 71.
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[ J 1
Tfie [ ] is described phonetically as a voiced, dorse-velar,
stop-plosive. This sound is made with the apex or tip of the tongue 
resting against the lower front teeth, while the middle portion of the 
tongue, or dorsum, is in contact with the roof of the mouth. This 
position is at a point near juncture of the palate and velum. The 
[ g ] sound is made as the dorsum articulates with the velum. Double 
plosives [ (j ̂  ] are sung as one consonant with the voiced sound 
bearing the tone of the consonant, as shown in the following example:
gsse. [ ' £ 9 : 3  ]•
English
girl [ < J & 1  ] 
wagon [ 'bv 93 Cj3 n ] 
garden [ *0 <X r cl S n ] 
gate [ Cj ext ] 
greed [ d j r l ' . d ' ]
German (orthographic g_, gg)
The letter has several sounds, each being determined by the 
context in the spelling.
1. If £  is the beginning letter in a syllable or word in the 
orthography, it requires [ 0 ].
Geige [!0 <xe ̂  -3 ] gnadige ] in £.; d  zga ]
gelegen [  0  3  U  ^  n  ]  gesund [  Cj S  1 z  iJru t ]
Gegenangriff 0 e  ] Gelage [ 03  'J£,x 03 ]
2. If is the final in a word or syllable and appears before
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a tense vowel it is pronounced [ K  ]. Examples are presented under
CKL
3. The ig_ and ng_ ending of certain words are pronounced [j: £ ] 
and [ ] respectively. Examples illustrating these ig_ sounds
appear later -under the appropriate phonetic symbol.
It must be noted that in words like Tag, the [ K  ] sound is 
used in the final, but for Tage it is pronounced [ Oj ] as [
Weg becoming [ V &  : /< ].2®
freudig dij.] freudige [ ff r o {& d  ' e y  ]
ewig [fe  : V'T-C ] ewige [*€' V I ^ 5  ]
Konig [ 1 K £* : nrc ] Konigen [ *!<?*' ft t ̂ -51 ]
[ k :
The [ ̂  ] is described phonetically as a voiceless, dorso- 
velar, stop-plosive. [ K  ] and [ ̂  ] are homorganic. The sound, 
which is more plosive in German than in English, is made with the 
arching of the middle portion of the tongue touching the roof of 
the mouth at a point near the juncture of the palate and velum.
This position is maintained -until sudden breath break or explosion 
occurs.2^ As in all cases where they occur, German double plosives 
are sung as a single consonant sound.
Further use of the [ K  ] sound is needed when it has been 
preceded by a tense vowel, and it is followed by a consonant.
2^Siebs, p. llU.
29siebs, p. 93.
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Moreover, it is used if it has been preceded by an open vowel plus the 
consonant r or 1 appearing in orthography.
English
kill [ k I £ ] duck [ d A  K  ]
kind [ K  (XI ticf ] luck [ £ A  K  1
kitten [1K  r *t ft. ] truck [ t  r A K  ]
hike [ -faarK ] ®uck [ YY\ s\ K  ]
fork [ for j< 1 back C frs* K  ]
cold [ K o u i d  ] frock i f  Y D  K 1
German (orthographic £, gt, gd. Also ch. ) 
fragt [ f r a  Rt ] backen [ 1 b  4 K*i)i ]
leigt [ £ a e  K  t  ] Rock [ r o  K ]
schlagst, [ £, K.y f ] Nackend [ ' h a  K & n t ' ]
taglich": [ f i , £. )< X z  C- ] Nacken [ ' f U  K s n  ]
Magd [ m  a K"t ] nackd [ n  a  K  *fc ]
Berg [ b a r  K  ]
German (orthographic k, ck, £, au)
Knabe [ K | k x  b s  ] Kroten [ Kb'S2* t-9n ]
Kinder [ K l U  ] zuriick [ ±  s v V ' f  K  ]
Kreuz [ K  T O 0  t s  ] Gluck [ ]
The [ K. ] sound is used when the letter £  is final in a 
syllable or word:
genug [ J-sViu: K  ] Erfolg [
Weg [ v e  : K ] Krieg [ Krl; K ]
Unfug [ ' un "f tl*. K ]
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The letter £. is always used with the combination £u and is 
pronounced [ K v  ].
Quellen [ * erquicken [ £ r * K v ' Z  K-tfn ]
qualen [ 1 K  V£. I ] quer [ Kve.: r]
Quatsch [ K  V<Z tJ ] Quittung [.* K v x t u r j  ]
Quartier [ K v d r  t i : r  ]
The [ K  ] sound is also used in words of Greek origin in the 
ch combination:
Christ [ t ( i r i s t  ] Chaos [ K  <3. O S  ]
Chor [ |< O r ] Chaotisch [ K 4. O t I J ]
chromatisch [ K  y-©  * m  a t r J ] Cafe [ K<3 *-fe ]
Charakter [ K a r a  K r]
The Nasal Consonants
There are three nasal sounds used in German. They are m, n, 
and ng_ sounds as they appear in orthography. Phonetically they are 
written [ m ] ,  [h ], and. [ rj ] respectively.
C m ]
Tke [ m  ] is described phonetically as a voiced, bi-labial, 
nasal-continuant. It is produced with the velum relaxed, thus allow­
ing the phonated breath stream to be resonated mostly in the nasal 
cavity. A secondary resonance is provided in the cavity of the mouth 
which results from the blocking of the breath stream at the bi-labial
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
closure, thus diverting the sound through the nasal passages.-^0 The 
distinctive quality of the m sound is therefore developed in the 
dammed-up oral cavity which gives the sound its identity, thus dis­
tinguishing it from the other nasal sounds.
English
mammal [ Hd se A. ] 
mime [ KH a x  m  ] 
foam [ four m  ]
German (orthographic m) 
Mutter [*l 
Aim [ a  I  M  ]
Heim [ tn ]
bemiihen [ ' m y j a w ]
crime [ Kt aim ] 
match [ yvi se. "tj ]
Mann [ Ir»1 & tt- ]
Menschen [ h ]
Monat [ ' m o :  iaa:t]
[TL ]
The n_ sound is described phonetically as a voiced, lingua- 
alveolar, nasal-continuant. In uttering this sound, two types of 
resonance occur in its production: primary and secondary. The former 
takes place in the nasal cavity, while the latter takes place in the 
posterior portion of the mouth cavity.31 [ Tt_ ] combines with nd,
nk, nt, na, and ng_ forming clusters. Its use in German is very 
similar in English.
3°Samuel R. Faircloth and Marjorie A. Faircloth, Phonetic 
Science (New York: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1970), p. 5̂ +.
31ibid., p. 55.
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English.
need [ V\ [ I d  ] barn [ b  CL I" ^  ]
end [ & f ) C l  ] been [ b  t  h  ]
r Inarrow [ T\S&- r O U  ]
German (orthographic n_, nd, nk, nt, nz)
Heigen [ ] Freund [ - i r O f p V l t  ]
brennen [ £? f x? fI ] Prinz [ p  r I ft £ 5 ]
blond [ ] sinken [ Z. I Kj K-s <1 ]
Band [ b a n t  ] Dank [ A  a  ij K  ]
Bube [ 1 b U. ; b ] danken [ d <X tj K.3 n]
brennt [ b T Z  ] Enkel [ £ /j K  -5 ]
CD]
The third and last of the nasals, the [T^ ], is described 
phonetically as a voiced, lingua-velar, nasal-continuant. Like the 
n_phone, primary resonance takes place in the nasal cavity, while 
secondary resonance occurs only in the oropharynx, since articular 
contact is made with the dorsum touching the velum. Thus, the anterior 
two-thirds of the oral cavity has been occluded by this action and 
serves no vocal function for this sound. In contra-distinction with 
the other nasal sounds ['77b] and ['T'L], one author writes about the 
[ y j ] sound:
The feature of place of production distinguishes the nasals 
/m/, /n/, and //j / from each other by controlling the area with­
in the oral cavity which provides the secondary resonance for
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each of the sounds, / / is usually spelled as ng_. It alvays
occurs immediately after the vowel.32
English
bring [ ] finger [ -f £ r  ]
ink [ X  r| K  ] lingual [
sing [ Si r] ]
German (orthographic ng)
Finger [ -3 f-] Liebling [ ]
Jiinger ['jVrj ■9 r  ] Wange [ VO. fj ]
Hoffnung i  r ) v r j ]
Affricates
The English language uses two affricate sounds, [ t j  ] and
C d j j ] ,  which are made with one ballistic motion of the articulator.
German uses only the one sound [ 'fcj ], the voiceless cognate of 
[ d £  !• Thus, [ t j  ] is phonetically described as a voiceless, 
lingua-alveolar affri cative.33 
English
choose : Z  ] judge
witch [ U J l z t f  ] juice [ d j  U  i S  ]
which [ i v  r  t J ] jury [ ' c ( j  t ; r i ]
chives [ t j  4 1 ^ 2 . ]  joy [ <rl^ O X  ]
church [■fcjj' t[ ] James [ € X  frvZ-]
32rbid., p. 55.
33siebs, p. 97.
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German (orthographic tsch) 
Deutsch
Rutsch [ r u  t j  ]
Klatschen [ ' K  ̂  ̂  ̂  J * 3
hatscheln [ * h £ , l  t J & J f a] 
gratschen [ * ̂ r £ :  t f  «pn ] 
Latsch I  2  a. t j  ]
Fricatives
A fricative sound is characterized by noise or friction of the 
breath stream being emitted through a greatly narrowed oral passage. 
In German the fricatives are [ ^  £ ;X ] which employ such ortho­
graphic letters as _f, v, w, ich and ach. In most instances frica­
tives are usually made by the close approach of the tongue to the 
palate, or to the upper teeth. Fricatives are classified as 
voiced and unvoiced (voiceless).3^
The fricative sound of _f is the same in both English and German. 
It is phonetically described as a voiceless, labio-dental fricative- 
continuant.
English
fight [ - P a r t  ] 
free [ -p r I : ] 
comfort [ ' | < A m  f ^ t ]
tough [ ~t A  -f ] 
phase [ ( e i Z  ]
German (orthographic f_, p'n, v in native German words)




Physiolog [ t f y  z  L o < \ ]
3^Siebs, p. 91.
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fern [ f £ r a ] 
falsch [ - f d  I f  ] 
scharf [ J  a. r  p ] 
offnen [ 1 oe. i n -on ] 
vernunft [ -f £  r'ixunft] 
Vogel [ 1 f  o  ]
Vater [ ' - f a :  t-OT ] 
Veilchen [ 1 -fc^e. $-0 n ]
Phrase [ 1'p r a :  2-s]
vier [ -Pi J r ] 
vergnugen [ -pf: f  ^ /l y Ojdr̂ 
vermeiden [-fe r 1 n i a e c l - s m ]  
Verlust [ - f £ , r J Z t r s t  ] 
Verlag [ -f xZ cl\ K ]
verlangen [ f  <£T r 
viel [ f  ,*: I  ]
ZT' «]
Concerning the letter v, when it appears in native words it 
is pronounced [ f  ]. However, in words of foreign origin the 
orthographic v sounds [V  ] as in victor.
Klavier [ KZdVI ; r ] Vital [ V i * t<3L: I ]
nervos [ V p s ]  Viola [ V / ' o : £& ]
Vase [ 1 V' O. ] Violine [ V  I O  . Z  \ : h-3 ]
Cv]
[ V" ] is homorganic with [ p  ] and is described phonetically 
as a voiced, labio-dental, fricative continuant. The Cv] is the 
voiced cognate of [-f ], and it is this voicing feature which 
distinguishes these two speech sounds.35 
English
visit [ 1 V I  z r t  ]vine [ V  CLT n  ] 
vote [ % / O X j t ] 
vision [,V X j 3 fl]
involve [ J  n Vft: £v ]
35siebs, p. 93.
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German (orthographic w, and v in foreign words)
Wieder [ ' V  I d o  r ] Wunder [ I ' U n  d j  r ]  
Wille [ ' V I  I  ^  ]
weg [ v  <2 : K ]
wort [ v o: rt ] 
Welt [ vs. jit ]
C f  ], also known as an ich-Laut, is described phonetically 
as a voiceless, lingua-palatal, fricative sound. It is a more 
frontal sound than the ch in ach, and both are considered to be 
quite difficult for American singers to master, as no comparable 
sound exists in English. Also, the ich-Laut is often confused 
with the sh [ J* ]. The correct position is more easily achieved by 
whispering the vowel [ I ],36 the desired consonant actually being 
the surd (whispered) form of the vowel. For this sound, Wilcke 
suggests that the arched tongue made by the [ { ] vowel be raised 
slightly higher than that required by the [ I ] vowel.37 jn any 
case, the sound [ £, ] is actually the resonance tone of the vowel 
without phonation.
To sing ich, the student should begin with [ J ], then cease 
phonation, adding more breath so as to produce a fricative through 
the stricture created by the same position of the tongue. Actually 
the word ich is [ X  ]• According to Vennard, singers generally
36vennard, P- 172.
37wilcke, p. 120. 
38vennard, p. 172.
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get a better tone quality through modifying the sound [ X ] to 
in the [ » ].39
German (orthographic ch)
1. ch in German words either before or after a front vowel in 
the same syllable, and after r or 1 in the same syllable, as in 
reichen [ V a < £  Licht [ ], Reich [ r a e ^  ],
euch [ 0 0 5  ], Fechter [ ], Veilchen [ '-f a e .1 $•*«],
horchsam [ h o  r<y ' 2  CL: M
2. chen as a diminutive as in Kindchen <^-9 /n ]. 
However, a distinction in similar spellings should be made in 
machen where the ch is [ X ], being influenced by the preceding 
back vowel.
3. ch before vowels involving words of foreign origin such 
as chemisch [ <£.£ - f  ] and. China [ 5 « J n <3 ].1+2
U. words ending in ig_, as wenig, the tip of the tongue must 
remain against the lower front teeth for the duration of the [ 5 ]. 
Care must be taken not to round the lips, as this can easily produce 
the mistaken sound of sch (English sh_). There is no equivalent of
[ <p ] in English. ̂ 3
German (orthographic ch)
durch [ d V r £ ] Cherub ['del KU p ]
solch [ 2 0 I £ ] lebendig [ Xe 1 b<£fl d Z C  ]
39ibid., p. 172. ^Wise, p. 381
^Ibid., p. 381. ^2Ibid., p. 382.
^Wilcke, p. 120.
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Madchen [ 1 m  £ t  £.3 n  ] 
Liebchen [ * £  i 1 p  ^,-Sn,] 
bisschen [ 1 blUS C - S  n ]
mich [ nn n  ] 
Milch [ IvijJL <p ]
fertig [ ' f e r  t  r. ] 
ruhig [ f r U  - X 9 ] 
Bachlein [f b <£, £ JL<xen ] 
Locher [ 1 jl c q . ^  r ]
[X ]
Known as the ach-Laut (in contradistinction to the ich-Laut),
fricative. The sound is basically the resonance tone of the [ CL ] 
vowel and is much farther back than the ich. In order to produce 
sufficient friction in the sound, the dorsum of the tongue and 
velum are partially approximated (see figure U). American singers 
tend to sing a [ K  ] in such words as ach. While easier to pro­
nounce than the ich-Laut, much care should be taken to acquire the 
correct [ X  ] sound, which is in reality the surd of the [ CL ] 
vowel. The articulation demands more elevation of the dorsum 
toward the velum. Though not used in English, it is found in 
Scottish dialect in the word loch [ J L o X  ].
German (orthographic ch is pronounced [ X. ] when preceded by back
[ X  ] is described phonetically as a voiceless, lingua-velar,
vowels)
Hauch [ h a O X ] 
Buch [ b U : X ] 
doch [ d o X  ] 
Flucht [ f i u X  t ]
rauchen [ 1 Y~ ( X O  <3 /T. ] 
Nacht [ rt Cz X t ]
nach [ H  CL: X  1
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Modification of the sound occurs whenever the umlaut is em­
ployed. This is easily seen in the following hy drawing a distinction 
between the ach-Laut and the ich-Laut. 
ach-Laut [ X ] ich-Laut [ £  ]
hoch [ O'. X  ] hochst [ h ,  0  ‘ S "t ]
Buch [ b U ; X ] Bucher [ * b  y  I £ -9 T ]
Wacht [ V A X ’t  ] wachter V  V £ > C , t g r  ]
Nacht [ h  a  X t ] Nachte [ 1 K) S 1 3  f  ]
Dach [ d  a X  ] Dacher [ *d{ £✓ a  r ]
Bach [ b a  X. ] Bacher [
Eauch [ b < X o X  ] Bauche [ t>  O <̂ -«?]
A sibilant may be defined as any s-like sound. These always 
include the [ S J Z' ] and sometimes
[ s ]
This sound is described phonetically as a voiceless, lingua- 
alveolar, fricative, continuant sound. Nonetheless it is a sibilant 
occuring most frequently in both English and German. In most cases 
the voiceless s_ is situated orthographically within or at the end of 
a word (medial or final).
English
seek [ S  /: K  ] sorry [ *S O r I ]
sing [ 5 1  ^  ] skid [ S  KT.d ]
k^Wise, p. 65.
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sign [ 5 ctl n  ]
German (orthographic s_, ss)
erst [ e.: rstl Weisheit [ V  h^ae.t ]
interessant ' - S a n , ! ]  lies [  JL\i S  ]
das i d a s  1 was [ V'<3S ]
Hauschen [ 1 H  Haus [ h & o 5 ]
[ 21 ]
[ Z ] is distinguished as being both homorganic with and a
cognate of the voiceless s_ [ S  ]• It is described phonetically as a
voiced, lingua-alveolar, fricative continuant. It should be noted 
that the term lingua wherever encountered in phonetic description 
literally means the tongue. Whenever used, its meaning implies a 
speech sound or an utterance characterized by tongue articulation.^5 
The feature which distinguishes the phonemes /s/ and /z/ is the 
voiced sound of the [ ~Z ]. Both sounds are employed abundantly in 
both English and German.
English
rose [ r O U Z l  lazy [ ' / e r  z i ]
puzzle [ 'p A  “Z . & &  ] zany [ 1 Z  QJI  H I  ]
daze [ tcJ Q X  Z  ]
^5ln lieu of using the term lingua, authorities often designate 
a part of the tongue to pinpoint the place and manner of articulation 
of a consonant or vowel sound. Possibly such terms as apicus (apex) 
or dorsum denote specificity as opposed merely to a general designa­
tion of lingua.
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German (orthographic s_, Is, ms I
1. Initial s_, as in Seele [ ( Z e  : t -a ]
2. Intervocalic ŝ, as in Hose [ V o :  z~3 ]
3. Compound words, as in word building when ending with sam,
as in langsam [ f jig q 1 ̂ .g: ml, and desselbe [ d £S &JL b*?]
b . s_ pronounced [ Z  ] after m, 1_, as in Gemse CJ &  f in Z. -9 ]
and Elsa [ 1 £.J ZCL ]
Sammlung [ Z C L m  ] Sohn [ ' -Z- O  : TL ]
sehnen [ ‘ :z. e  : n. ] Siinde [ Z  Y n. A s ]
Singer [ 1 2? JZ r j  ^  r  ]
rj i
The third member of the sibilant group, [ ^  ], is sometimes
referred to as an elongated s , and is described phonetically as a 
voiceless, lingua-palatal, fricative, continuant. Its use is exten­
sive in words found in both English and German.
English
shoe [ J  u: ] swish [ SlAJ r j  ]
shrew [ J p u :  ] splash [ S p l a i  J ]
shrink [ K]
German (orthographic sch, s_, ch)
1. sch when used in words requiring this spelling, as in 
schlagen [ JLcl ; J * d n  ] and waschen [ n . ]
2. Initial s_ in syllables and words where it precedes and 
t_, as in spielen [ J  p } ; n.], Stunde [ lJ  i l? n do 1 and
gestanden [ <^<3*j ±  C l n  d<Zh 1
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3. ch_ in spellings in French, loan-words such as Charge 
[ J (X, ] and chargieren [ j  d  r n . ]
Schein [ J ] Stein [ j t a e n j ]
Schalten [ J  i  t &  n ] stellen
Schatz [ J  a . t s  ] stets [ J  £  Q. : ts ]
spat [ J* p  <£ t ] storen [ * J  £ 0  : n]
Spiel [ J  p I : L  ] stolz [ ^  ~t O  JL"t s  ]
]
The fourth and last of the sibilant sounds and homorganic as a 
cognate of [j ] is [ J* ], described phonetically as a voiced, 
lingua-palatal, fricative continuant.4^ Considered mainly to be a 
French sound, it is found only in a smattering of French loan-words 
absorbed into German; words such as garage [ ^  d ' * ̂  -9 ] and
rouge [ p"U:J<? 1 • Nevertheless, the purpose of its inclusion is to 
point out speech-sound distinctions of voiced versus voiceless 
consonants, thereby complimenting its voiceless counterpart [ J  ].
C J >
K nown generally as a glide or a semivowel, [ J  ] is described
1+7phonetically as a voiced, palatal fricative consonant. It is 
produced by anchoring the tongue against the ridge of the lower teeth,
^Faircloth and Faircloth, p. 50.
^Tatthough the term glide has already been defined, it might be 
well to note that it is a transitional sound produced when the vocal 
organs shift from the articulation of one sound to that of another 
during production. As had been indicated, diphthongs are also con­
sidered to be glides.
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as the sides of the tongue curve upward in such a way that it touches 
the palate slightly. This sound is exactly the same as that found 
initially in the English word year, youth, yell and you. In German 
it is generally found initially, except for a word-stern using a prefix, 
as ver in verjagen.
English
words gehen, Ihnen, Buhnen, the orthographic letter h_ serves merely 
to lengthen the previous vowel sound (discussed under vowels). The 
letter h appears in ch in ich-Laut and ach-Laut words previously
yellow [ ' j di o ] 
yarn [ J a m .  ] 
yacht [  j Ct: t ]
yonder [ j Otl c l ] 
yield [ j  i : JLd ]
German (orthographic j_ initially,
jawohl [ ja'voii ] 
ja [ j  (X ]
jauchzen [ j<2,OX
Jugend [ j U !
or wherever encountered)
Jahr [ j a : r ]
verjungling [ -f £  rj Y rj •£■! rj ] 
jeder [ j  e : d * r ] 
jedoch [ j a  » d  J X  ]
The sound [■&] is described phonetically as a voiceless, glottal
fricative.^® As in English, the orthographic function of h does not 
always serve as the sound [A] as in tough [ ~t A-f ]. In the German
studied. It is used in combination with nh to form the digraph [ -f ] 
in words like Photo, Phantasie.
k^siebs, p. 90.
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German (orthographic h)
1. Used initially in the following:
Hier [ A  / ; r ]
Hahen [ *4%. d b ^ n ]
Haim [ A. fle ATT, ]
Himmel [ f- &r m  5 ̂  ]
2. Used after prefix ge and other Ge words 
gehabt [ cji? h.CL f t  ]
gehort [ ]
Geheimnis [ h a G - f n  [/\ X S ]
Gehilfe [ 4 i  I f #  ]
[ I  ]
[ X  ] is described phonetically as a voiced, apico-alveolar, 
lateral continuant. Earlier textbooks in linguistics tend to classify 
both 1_ and r_ and all nasal sounds as liquids. The term is used in a 
figurative sense. The French use mouille, meaning moist, wet— hence 
liquid, in the same sense.^
As an alveolar, or "light" 1_, it is regarded as the correct 
sound for all German words.5° Hot to be confused with the "light" 
consonant is its allophonic variant known as the velar, or "dark" 1_, 
as pronounced in the medial and final 1_ sounds in the English words 
boiler and devil respectively. It should be strongly emphasized
^rbid., P- 238.
50Ibid., p. 238.
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that the 1_ in German is never velarized.^1
To produce the proper sound, the alveolar 1 [X ] for German, 
one must place the tip of the tongue (apicus) against the alveolar 
ridge, allowing the "breath bearing the tone to escape laterally, that 
is, from both sides of the t o n g u e . The alveolar sound of 1_ is 
forward, and it is of the greatest importance that American-English 
singers learn the correct method to produce a forward 1_. Habitually, 
for American singers, the tendency is to impose the "dark” 1_, the 
use of which results in a non-German sound.^3 por American singers 
to perfect the alveolar [£] successfully is a classic example of 
language modification.
In listening to the pronunciation of 1_ in words live and mill, 
one is able to compare the difference in the two sounds as found in 
these words. The initial sound, as in live, is the alveolar 1, if 
correctly articulated, and is the desired sound to be used for all 
German words using 1_. In a contrasting analysis of the phonetic 
problem of alveolar versus velar sounds, Moulton believes that some 
Americans seem never to use alveolar [ £ ], and in part because it 
presents almost as much of a teaching problem as the German [ 1.^
5lMoulton, p. 32.
52Adler, p. 2 k .
53rbia., p. 23.
5^Moulton, p. k 5 .
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German (orthographic 1_ whenever encountered in words)
Silhe [ ' z i / b ® ]  Mahl [ m a i l  ]
bald [ b d l t  ] leuehten [ ' X o 0
Lied [ X  i  : t ] Bibel [ 1 b i : I  ]
lesen [ 1X  e. : z. s  n ] Klingen [ 1 K I  £  ^  1
[ r ]
The orthographic r_ has many functions in various languages.
For the sound used in lyric sung-German, the semi-vowel [r*] is des­
cribed phonetically as a voiced, apico-alveolar consonant. Depend­
ing upon the phonetic environment of vowels in words, it is usually 
trilled, especially whenever encountered initially or medially in a 
word, or when r_ is doubled. As an aero-dynamic process, [ r  ] is 
produced by the vibration of the tip of the tongue (apex) articulating 
with the alveolar ridge.^5 jn the different geographic regions of 
Germany, various kinds of r_ sounds are heard in the spoken language. 
Used in conversational speech is the uvula r_ sound [ ] made with
the back of the tongue articulating with the region of the uvula. 
Because [ R  ] interferes with the optimum vocalization, its sound is 
definitely not recommended for singing. Concerning the [ V** ], Kurt 
Adler points out the difference between a rolled (trilled) and a 
flipped (one-tap trill) [ J? ]. In discussing this point he writes 
the following:
55wise, p. 337.
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The rolled r_ is produced in the throat by the tongue held 
loosely in low position. This r_ may he rolled once more or 
often until it approaches a throaty trill. The more it is 
rolled the harsher the sound will become. The flipped r is the 
kind used in British English. It is recommended in most cases, 
because it will present fewer difficulties to the English- 
speaking singer than the rolled r_. 5°
Adler explains that if er is the final syllable, the unstressed 
sound is preferred, as in American words better, mother or sister.
This pronunciation will avoid a stressed or hard sound as found in the 
final syllable of Russian words. A similar, final-syllabic situation 
occurs in numerous German words such as Mutter, besser, langer and 
aber, to which Wise refers as exemplifying a post-vocalic r , meaning 
that r_, as the last letter in the syllable, is preceded by a vowel.57
In clarifying the point concerning the correct pronunciation of 
the post-vocalic r , Sheil claims that the "Southern" or British r_ [ £  ] 
may be used.̂ 8 Furthermore, [ j? ] may be used when r_ is followed by 
a consonant such as m or n, or at places where a trilled r_ might sound 
affected. Sheil warns strongly against the use of American burred 
£_ [ ].59 in any case, he recommends that a very soft unaspirated
clmay be substituted where difficulties arise through the singer's 
inability to trill the r̂.
5%urt Adler, Phonetics and Diction in Singing (Minneapolis,
Minn.: University of Minnesota Press, 1965), p. 12o .
5?wise, p. 337.
58Sheil, p. 77.
£ * ] is the symbol for the one-tap trill (flipped r) heard
in pronunciations of such words as very, merry (veddy, meddy)
[ v£.nt m&di 3*
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German (orthographic r_, rr)
Reuter [ V  D {Z* t  -3 Ir ] irren60 [ ' i  r d h ]
Reiter [ V ^ e t ^ r  ] Pfarrer [ ' p P a . r ^ r  ]
Garn [ ] reden [ 1 n, ]
Orthographic combination of consonants 
peculiarly related to German
The remainder of the chapter is set up to deal chiefly with 
some peculiar orthographic combinations of consonants said to be 
distinctively German in character, as found in the following:
[ p t ,  K s , p s  J I T ' , K n ^ t j v  5 v ].61 What may be considered
distinctive is the manner of juxtaposition found in a phonetic 
environment all of which may seem strange to Americans. Since 
these consonants have already undergone individual study, any further 
phonetic description is unnecessary. In considering each combination, 
only German words are used as examples.
C f> f ]
In the juxtaposition of £f, either in the beginning or ending 
of a word such as in Pferd or Kopf [ p -p 3  : r " t  ] [ K o  ], both 
elements are pronounced. This juxtaposition does not occur in
^Double consonants rr_ in irren, as in all double consonants, 
are orthographic and not phonetic, and thus pronounced like single 
consonants.
6lWise, p. 383.
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E n g l i s h . I n  the pf words, "both elements, £  plus f_, are pronounced 
equally without accenting the first consonant which glides quickly 
into the second consonant.^3
Pferd [ pf<s: r t ] Pfand [ p f d i v t  ]
Pflicht [ p i r  £ i  ] Pfropf (or Propf) [ p / r o  p f  ]
Pflaume [ 5 j a  f  2  Cl Q n i 3  ] Knopf [ K Yl 0  p  f ]
Pfeife [ ’p f  a e  ]
I t s  ]
German (orthographic t_)
1. t_ as it appears in suffixes such as tion, tient, tial, and 
in the combining suffix ti.
Nation [ nO/tsT'a:/'!]
Patient [  p O . '  t s T  £  r u t  ] 
partial [ pa. r tsT a: £ ] 
differentiert [ dx V~£n't i; r* t ]
2. tz_ wherever encountered.
letzte I ' J L & t s t s  ] Trotz [ t Y  a t  S ]
putzen [ ’ p  w t  S -3 kb ] Spatz i  j  p  & ~ t  S ]
putzig [ p t x t S Z C  ] Blitzen [  1 b t  S -&  Y) "]
3. z_ wherever encountered.
62Appropos of pf, the author is reminded of the whimsical episode 
in Alice in Wonderland wherein the Cheshire Cat asked for a clarifi­
cation of the phrase: "Did you say pig or fig?" (Lewis Carroll,
Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass [New York: Grossett 
and Dunlop, n.d.J, p. 65.)
63Wilcke, p. 108.
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zwei [ ts V <Xe. ] Herz [ h.£.ri$ ]
zwar [ ~t S V & r ] zwischen [ ts ^ n. ]
ganz [ g a n t s ]  Zeit [ t s c t e i  ]
U. c_ before front vowel [ ~t S ] in loan-words from Latin and
Romance languages.
Cicero [*tsi;t5a r o \
Cacilie [ t 5 £ 't S ( I  T-2 ]
Ceder [ t-S S  : d  £  r  ]
Citrone [ "t 5 j 1 £ ; ft ,?]
[ K n ]
German (orthographic kn)
Knabe [ Kv\(X. \ ]
Knie [ K  Kl \  i ]
Knopf [ H n c  p - f ]
Knecht [ K  h  £ "t ]
Knochen [ ' K n O  ]
Knarre [ ‘ K  M  a  T J  ]
Knauf [ ]
Knurren [ 1 K Y\ L? n  ]
[ p s  ]
German (orthographic ns_ encountered initially in words of Greek origin) 
Psychologie [ p  $  y  f £  O Ho ’ <j j ; ]
Psalm I  p  SCL H m  ]
Psyche [ p  5 y  : <j- <9 ]
Psyllen [ 1 p  s y n ]
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[ Ks ]
German (orthographic chs in the same syllable) 
Fuchs [ "fu « 5]
Lachs [ l a K S  ] 
sechs [ Z. £ K S ] 
wachsen [ V a  K  s ^ P n . ] 
wachsem [ f V & K g d  i r n  ]
Wachs [ V"<3 K  S ]
Buchse [ b z r K s ^ l  
Ochs [ ? K S  ]
[ gr>]
German (orthographic gn encountered initially) 
Gnom [ q  H O  ml 
Gnade \ ! q  n  c l : d j  ]  
gnadige [ d £.
Gneis [ ^ M a e  S' ]
Gnesen [ lq  ft e  .• ]
[ *3*]
German (orthographic zw [ t $  v  ])
zwei [ fcs v<ae]
zwinge [^3 wxjj •=> ]
zwischen [ fcs V’Xj’.sn ]
zwolf [ l£sv-oeif ]
zwar [ ts v a  r ]
Zweck [ t S V £  K ]
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German (orthographic schw [ J  V  ])
schwer [ J" y e ; f  ]
Schwanz [ f  va.n. ts l
Schwarz [ j V d X r t s  ]
Schwach [ J  V  ̂  * ]
Schveigen [ J  Vae. JO-]
Schwein [ j  V A e  n * ]
Schweigsam [ * f v a e  K  .̂<2 : m  ^
J *
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CHAPTER IV
APPLICATION OF MATERIAL SELECTED FOR USE 
WITH MUSIC AND TAPES
This chapter presents the application of the techniques and 
principles of phonetics as set forth in the previous chapters by use 
of specific German Lieder. As a guide to pronunciation, a phonetic 
transcription has been written directly under the German text of 
each song. This arrangement was designed to enable the student to 
compare the orthographic material with its phonetic transcription. 
Additionally, it affords the singer a certain amount of freedom to 
study each song at his own pace, as well as to compare his diction 
with that of the songs which have been recorded on the cassette tape 
included with this report.
Implementation of Techniques 
The same techniques of phonetics used in the foregoing chapters 
are applied to the song texts. It is suggested that the student 
begin reading very slowly, using the phonetic transcription and tape 
as a guide. As progress is made and the song texts begin to flow 
freely, the words can be combined with the melody.
Punctuation Used in Phonetic Transcription 
There are a number of departures from procedures used in 
previous chapters. First, since the entire song text is transcribed 
91
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phonetically, "brackets are no longer necessary.
A further departure is the underlining of the stressed vowel, 
rather than using stress marks. It would seem that (der var-mer 
zom-mer vint) is clearer than (der "var-mer 'zom-mer vint). In 
addition, words spelled with double liquid consonants 11, mm, nn, 
and rr are written phonetically as two syllablesindicating emphasis 
on the first syllable with the flow of breath off-gliding with the 
second syllable. Possibly the significance of repeating the liquid 
consonants in this manner can be clarified in this quotation from 
Wilcke:
In singing, the student should accustom himself to lightly 
strike the first consonant at the utmost end of the syllable, 
then to produce the "slight wave of breath."2
Thus, one notices that the articulation falls more clearly upon the
second consonant. The technique is best illustrated as applied in
the following words: Himmel, alle, Nonne, and hoffen, now written as
Him-mel, al-le, Non-ne, and hof-fen.3
Areas of Modification
The action implied in the term modification, as it is used in 
this report thus far, has been mostly taken over by the system of 
phonetics as it relates specifically to the German language. A second
^Berton Coffin, et.al., Phonetic Readings of Songs and Arias 
(Boulder: Pruett Press, 196U), p. 85.
^Eva Wilcke, German Diction in Singing (New York: E.P. Dutton 
and Co., Inc., 1930), p. 139.
3lbid., p. 139.
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area of modification now to be considered has to do with the changes 
necessary in singing diction as opposed to spoken diction.
The same law of expression in pronunciation applies to the 
singing voice as well as to the speaking voice. However, in singing, 
one must consider the tone quality as uppermost, whereas in speech this 
is a secondary consideration. In any case, two significant differences 
between the two must be considered: speaking emphasizes correct pro­
nunciation, whereas singing requires modification of speaking habits 
to meet the vocal demands of register blending. According to Fields, 
register blending is the fusing of two dissimilar sections of the 
vocal range into a vocal unit so that no perceptible line of demarka- 
tion exists between them.^ Appropos of this important aspect, Appelman 
has this to say:
Vowel modification, to the best knowledge available, was 
employed first by the teachers of bel canto, and this concept seems 
to be the yardstick for determining the technical excellence of 
singers today. The teachers of bel canto taught the development 
of the vocal scale without interruption or break through its 
length. The transition of registers, while singing up and down 
the scale, demands a modification of the vowel in the upper notes 
to perceive the true sound as well as to prevent such notes from 
becoming disagreeable or harsh.5
Furthermore, regarding the subject of vowel modification required
for singing diction, Coffin writes:
. . .For the untrained singer, the teacher of singing, and the 
coach with limited experience, a definition of vowel modification
^Victor Alexander Fields, The Singer's Glossary (Boston: Boston 
Music Company, 1952), p. U8.
^D. Ralph Appelman, The Science of Vocal Pedagogy (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1967), p. 220.
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is probably necessary in a book of phonetic transcription to 
avoid a forced, uniform phonetic forming of vowels in voices.
Such inflexible treatment might impair the musicality, expres­
siveness, and survival of some voices.6
Based upon the laboratory analysis of the tonal spectrum 
accomplished through the scholarly efforts of Howie and Delattre,
Coffin shows vowel modification in three distinctive series:
I— front vowels, II— middle vowels, and III— back vowels.7 In the 
act of singing, vowels are the results of two cavities: the mouth and 
the phryngeal cavity. Frequencies of the phryngeal cavity for the 
three types of vowels are shown below. Directly beneath the frequencies 
(expressed in cycles per second=cps) are the approximate pitches 
indicated for the one-line and two-line octaves. As suggested by 
Coffin, this approximates a type of modification to be used mostly by 
female voices, since these pitches are generally situated in a range 
too high to be sung by the male voice.8
Frequencies (cns) 305 k-56 600 750
Pitches f^ al d^ g2
Series
I— front vowels i e £ SXL.
II— middle vowels y 4> ££- <3-
III— back vowels LL o 0 CX.
8Berton Coffin, "The Singer's Diction," The HATS Bulletin, 
February 196k, p. 10.
Tibid., p. 19.
8Ibid., p. 19.
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In reading the list of frequencies, it must be remembered that 
all vowels will be modified to the next phoneme to the right. Accord­
ing to the chart, [ / ] modifies to [ £  ], and [ £  ]. All other
modifications of the vowels would be done in the same manner,9 and 
apply to the male voice in the appropriate range.
Appelman does not seem to modify the vowels in quite the same 
way. He refers to a1 , a2 , and g2 vowel changes as vowel migrations.10 
For example, in singing [I ] as a pure vowel, a female may sing the 
closed vowel [ | ] on a1 , or 1+56 cps. At a higher pitch level, say 
at 600 cps or 750 cps, the vowel is opened to the [ X  ] sound for 
these last two frequencies. For each distinct vowel sound, there 
must always be a definite change in the shape of both phryngeal and 
oral cavities.
With respect to the position and production of vowels, Fields 
states the following:
Along with factors of physical shape, position, and duration, 
the acoustical composition of the vowel is also important. That 
is, a vowel sound is composed of a fundamental pitch frequency 
(produced in the glottis) and a series of overtones (produced in 
the resonators). This peculiar composition of fundamental and 
overtones produces for each standard vowel sound a characteristic 
tonal spectrum or formant.11
In summarizing the area of modification of vowels in singing, 
a general rule is: in ascending, open vowels tend to close, and closed 
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Phoneticized Sons Texts 
To implement the process of applying the principles of phonetics 
and vowel modifications, a "basic repertoire of five German Lieder 
was selected and arranged progressively in order of musical difficulty 
as follows:
1. Widmung Op. lb, No. 1 (Robert Franz)
2. Der Tod, das ist die Kuhle Nacht Op. 9 6 , No. 1 (Johannes 
Brahms)
3. Heidenroslein Op. 3, No. 3 (Franz Schubert)
U. Zueignung Op. 10, No. 1 (Richard Strauss)
5. Die Mainacht Op. U3, No. 2 (Johannes Brahms)
The modifications indicated are for baritone voice, in particular, 
although the modifications are generally the same for all voices.
Widmung 
[ V i d  / v w / j ]
0 danke nicht fur diese Lieder
o nx.% t £yr c\x\ z.3 jt'f.dzr
mir ziemt es dankbar Dir zu sein
mi: r tsi: mf £5 : r di:r t s u  z :a .e .in
Du gabst sie mir ich gebe wieder
<du C jO -pst 2-/: m l : r - X  d. v i - . d ^ r
Was jetzt und einst und ewig Dein .
vas j Z + s * * u n i u n , t /r £ d  .
Dein sind sie alle ja gewesen,
cl ■ZLIrvi •z. i j a. £j£_ ye. : 2  ^  h
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aus Deiner Lieben Augen Licht
a .c s JLh b $ n
hab’ ich sie treulich abgelesen
t n d p Z f -z. i: trorfiirc a .p  y e . £ & :  x -P n
kennst Du die eignen Lieder nicht?
M £■ r 5 1 d a d i J ^ r . d s r
Der Tod, das ist die Kiihle Nacht 
[  Jie.r tot c(43 1 st ch': Ky-Ja 17AX t ^
Der Tod, das ist die kiihle Nacht,
der tot cjas jst d i: ;
das Leben ist der schwule Tag. 
dets £sf cT'e r t<*.k.
Es dunkelt schon, mich schlafert 
£5 d vtj h £.ttr fJL&tprt
der Tag hat mich mud1 gemacht
cler taK ha.t m y  cl a x t
uber mein Bett erhebt sich ein
Y: b o r Innaen b e t £.r h e  pt cxen
drrin singt die iunge Nacht i gall,
d  r z n -Z -iy  K t  c ! f ?1 <a*t z  j  a  1
sie singt von lauter Liebe,
2 /; 2 I 3* ■f-on Jtccotar b p
ich hor’ es sogar im Traum.
* 9 h<?r £-5 ■2-0 Tnn 'tra.oYn
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Heidenroslein
[ h<3 d z n  ]
Sah ein Knab ein Roslein stehen
2 cl q e ,n  K n a p  <ae/7 r ^ s t a e n  f i r e  n-
Roslein auf der Heiden,
Y p s - Z a e n  C cof c/e/- ^iat d a w
W ar so jung u nd morgenschon,
van zo jvq vtit hnan^s>nJ^/'aJ
Lief er schnell, es nah zu sehn
b n  £-s /)Q. t s a  -ze^-.n
Sah's mit vielen Freuden.
2 - a  s m i r t  -f r  d s n  •
Roslein, Roslein, Roslein rot,
r & s  Z a e n t re p s £ a n n f nd>s/o.er>^ r o t  j
Roslein auf der Heiden.
r d ’sJLaen a o f  d & .n  h a e . d a n >
Kaabe sprach: Ich breche dich,
Knaba Jpnax : 2:5- dz^-}
Roslein auf der Heiden!
y~0sJ:a<sn  a c - f  d & r  h r t e d a n  {
Roslein sprach: Ich steche dich,
r & s ^ G e t t  $ p r a x  : jzc- J t ^ 9 ,SL <̂ J- 9  J
Das du evig denkst an mich. 
dcis da & .'.vz< f d e / j K s t  a n  r n x $ .  .
Und ich will's nicht leiden.
x?VLt r c  VJ1J  s r t j r ^ t  / .  z e d s n .
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Roslein, Roslein, Roslein rot, 
f tp S -ia & n ^  r & s J L a e n j r& £ ,d < Z e n  r c i j
Roslein auf der Heiden.
r& £ >£<ze:n < z d  d e  r h  ae. d s n .
Un d  der wilde Knabe brach's 
i s n ' t  c f e r  K n a b s >  b r < * x ? s
Roslein auf der Heiden;
r d s / a e n  d o F  d e r  J i a e d s n y
Roslein wehrte sich und stach, 
r0_S.£aen s /^ -.r ts  crn-t j ’ta .x  ,
Half ihm doch kein Weh u nd A c h ,
■ h a i f /'; m d  s  x K a e n  v e : t r n  t  <3 <
Musst es eben leiden.
UVl U S  t E S e : b s ti J la .e  d s n  .
Roslein, Roslein, Roslein rot,
Fdŝ aerj r̂sxFa&t-) t~o"t p
Roslein auf der Heiden.
M a e n  & .0F d e , t ~  h a e .  d ^ n .  .
Zueignung
[ t , s a  a<9<?nu/jl
Ja, du weisst es, teure Seele,
d V a e s t  £ s y t ^ d r s  ^ e - : I s  ,
dass ich. fern von dir mich. quale
e t a s  2 z c  - P & r n  t o n  d i - . r  M r c ;
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Liebe macht die Herzen Krank, habe Dank.
■£h b-9 m  a * t d i h e r t s ^ n  K n a y  K , h a  b ? d a.rj &
Einst hielt ich, der Freiheit zecher
O e n s  t h i U t ? x  9 d e  r f  r 'a e  h a  e x t t s z .
hock den Amethisten Becher
h a X .  d e  n  ck. t x .  s  ts>n
und du segnetest den Trank, hahe Dank.
Vi%.t d u  ■ z .& jn a tg .s f  d e n  'trcuiK-J h u b ^
U n d  heschworst darin die Bosen,
(dnt bsfvonst da r£n di: b & -z-.s> rt ̂
bis ich, was ich nie gewesen
bx..s ?rf. ; \ /a s  T.<r n  i : g ^ V & ;z .< 3 n
Heilig, heilig a n ’s Herz dir sank, habe Dank.
h  d e  d z g ? haeJli:^ . dm s fo£n~ts d  f: r  ■z.atjkj h o b s , d ag  t< •
Die Mainacht
[ 6 !  m a e n a x  t  ]
der silberne Mond durch die C-estrauche blinkt,
d e n  berr?-? nnon,t cicrn^ di: Jtrasz?f^ JrJryKt,
schTunnnerndes Licht iiber den Rasen streut,
/ i c m - m a  rn <j*s street %;b & n  d e n  na_z.^n jtro&bj
u nd die Nachtigall flotet, wandl' ich traurig
di; r7axtrja;J f-J&ts-tf t/andJ?)?j.<r tnao nxg.
von B u s c h  zu Busch.
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Uberhiillet v o m  Laub girret ein Taubenpaar
y : f j m  d a  o p  c j x - r ^ t  ? & .e n ,  t a o  j o a :  r
sein Entziicken m i r  vor, aber ich wende mich,
JZ (Xe m m  i ; r  jf^or^  b ^ >r jz p  n ,J r£ }
suche dunklere Schatten, u n d  die einsame Trane 
2  u~ x  c lv y H - f& r d  J  a t  s  n  } d  / ? z. <Xnj& t r £ . r - 3
r i n n t . 
rznt.
V a n n , o lachelndes Bild, welches wie Morgenrot 
v a n ,  o  b z ^ -t vv r h o r g v n  r o t
durch die Seele mir strahlt, find ich auf
d tjrc j. <?/',: z e -J ^  vn i : i- J ' i r a : £ t j - fz n t ?z:ch yaa-f-
Erden dich?
C: rdsn dz 9- ?
U n d  die einsame Trane bebt 
v n f  d i :  /xe*t 2_ci m? tTra f t3  b o . ja t
mir heisser, heisser, die Wang herab.
fn i :v  h a e s ^ r^  d i :  va t£ h & :ra .p .
Specific Modifications in the Songs 
Modification m a y  b e  applied whe n  needed for most vowels occuring 
in words where pitches include, or rise above, d^ for female voices. 
This modification applies to male voices as well, except that the 
pitches would be interpreted as being an octave lower. Measure numbers 
refer to the copies of the songs included at the end of this chapter.
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1. Widmung. In measure 30, the diphthong in eignen J n-9 n  ]
must be slightly modified. The [ O. ] in the first element should 
change to [-/V ] and the [2 ] to [ X  ] when singing in this pitch
12range.
2. Der Tod, das ist die kuhle Nacht. In measure 19, the word 
Liebe [ j2_[ : b 3 r  ] should change to [ il: b-s ]. This change holds 
for measure 21 as well, when singing at this particular pitch range.
3. Heidenroslein. The word rot [ r o t  ] (measure 12) could 
tend to change vowel color to an [-^_], although this modification 
is really a moot-point at this pitch range.
h . Zueignung. In measure 7, the word Liebe [ .£_/ : b^> ]
should change to [ JLx ; be  ], and macht [ hr\ a x t ] to 
[ fb A  X t  ]. Also, und [ r j r i t  ] (measure l6) on the pitch d, [ u n t  ] 
remains stable with possibly lowering the jaw for freedom and color.
In measure 25, heilig [ a e  JLxc. ] should change to [ £ \a z  i i f  ].
In any case, the singer should use a lower position of the jaw to 
sing the pitch f-sharp, which is the top note. A dark tone color 
should probably pervade, especially for the first two stanzas.
5. Die Mainacht. In measure 10, in the word flotet [ t s t  ]
there is no change needed for [ <p ] but the schwa [-5 ] should change 
"to [ £  ]. In the phrase aber ich wende mich (measure 21), the words
lie high; perhaps singing the phrase with a somewhat lower jaw position
l^Appelman, p . 312.
^Ibid., p. 298.
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would suffice. This same rationale holds for the word Trane 
(measure Hi). The word heisser (measure U5) has the highest note in 
the entire song, therefore the diphthong ei_ should change to [-AJ] for 
the f2 pitch.
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PLATE XIV 
W i d m u n g - .
Andante con moto. Op n,N°i.
Innfg. Con affetto.
d 0
0 1 11 I ' "
dan - ke
.p:
nicht fiir  die - se 
— r~ -i i —







5 £ 7  I t




•ie - der, was je lz t  und einst und
Copyright, G. Schirmer, Inc., New York City, reprinted with permission 
of the publisher.
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PLATE XV
Der Tod , das ist die kiihle N acht
eine
Op. yo, No. 1
45.
' ^ 1 1  l f * "Jj I j  Jj n'J ~ji I
Der Tod, das ist die kuh • le Nacht,
Tag _
I^T T f I 'j j f
hat mich mild’ ge - macht. U - her mein Bett
— la- * — &-&— h— I-----  — h— l
p  ben legato
r  p  r  ?  r .
Copyright, International Music Co., New York City, reprinted with 
permission of the publisher.
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Traum.
? r  r 7 vr  r  ?  ? r  n  p r  vr




p t l  ]> J>
Sab ein Knab ein
/ M ^ . r -  k---------^
.... 1 j, 1 - h i
Ros - lein stehn, Ros-lein auf der Hei - den,
) u * *
J-----ltl_£---------^--
~tf T> ... .............i
&-■' -_h7
. w j j ■ 1 ^  j 1 .p. -- ■ 1 -v
warsojungund reor-gen-schoit, lief erschneU,es nah zu sehn, salfs mit vie-len
J JT"***] P  nac/igebendfmcno mosso) ^  wie oben (come prima)
-vJLf a *  ̂ .̂ a ; [ j  y n ',.p 1
Frcu - den. Roe-lein,Ros-lein, Riis-lein rot, Roe-lein auf der Hei . den.
Knabe sprach: ich bre-che dich) Roslein auf der Hei-den!
Copyright, International Music Co., New York City, reprinted with 
permission of the publisher.
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Rosleinsprach:ich ste- chedich, dafidu e-wip denkst an mich, und ich will’s nicht lei- den
k -
 ̂ nackgebendfmcno mossoĵ  wie oben Uome prtma)
^  Ufl I r ' ■ V
Roslein,Roslein, Ros-lein rot, Roslein auf der Hei . den.
p H ! ?
r— eg , 1 L L  ̂ -n ; 1 m _ : 
Kna-be brach ’sRos-lein auf der Hei - den; Ros-lein wehr-te
r t t o ,  s ^ 'v iE L -h  ■ ■ ,-h  1.. *==K~ ,  k j , iE5=5=|
ivp !■■■ ■
......r — 7 jpj
:— / ---------fe -J . * 1  1 d - .V  fh f 1 =£="• - V  1 1
/  , 1 N \ ,-W -g s ^ —  ̂ P ■ =? 1
sich und stach, :
■ 1'—i-M
r
half ihmdoch kein Weh und Ach, muflt es e - ben lei - den̂
P ------------4 — i ~
JLL. " :T3.~
££)* H r * /
7 1? " "1
r \  l
Riis-lein,Roslein, 
/ f K ■ f 1 N,
L— i  1 




- • *'-■ J'
ns I S 0  '
-jj. ■ri^rC^ 7  ̂
L ju ^ ^   ̂ I1*  ~sr Qj.—1









- -  ̂ , ■? U-
<S8y ‘Sfc.
die Her - zen krank,
Copyright, G. Schirmer, Inc., New York City, reprinted with permission 
of the publisher.
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Trank,
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% j — - — :— c» }—  
bis ich, was ichhfcUL p a g - 1---- 1 nie__
— r ^
go - wo . sen,y — -i -
TĴ f — i <pt ii=d=#~.— y— y-- 1
■Sfc Sto. ‘feb. *
F - ,r'-^.J) jl 1 r • i--- 1
hei - lig, hei - lig an’s Herz dir sank,
^■yZiN!IIiI=Li ****&?
-----
i £|j c J j  tU  LU# g 5ttJ-J ŷ p  ,
■ifeb. *  tSa. tfia. *  Sa. *  tfch. *  ‘Sen *
be Dank.
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PLATE XVIII
D ie  M a inach t
Schr langsam und ausdrucksvoll.
Largo ed enpressivo. O p .  4 3 ,  N o .  2
Warm der sil - beiwie Mond durch die ue
M r  J J L d ^ t z i z z r
strau - cho bliokt, und sein schlura-mern-des
-- r-i-q—■-- ?=;---
|.! r_.lug
Licht u - ber den
ej ~  H  ^  
v"''’ i  iJr~? I1-1
die Nach - ti - gall flo -
Copyright, International Music Co., New York City, reprinted with 
permission of the publisher.
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™ r  - [-
r - _ .  L - ,--
& - - bar Ich
-W --*-v  « —
^ — ,L-a33^sst^jEil 1 -■ I.J.?





durch die See - le mir strahlt, find ich auf Er • den dich?
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p  cresc. legato
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this report was to present the procedures 
followed through the reading of the German language and its 
modification for use in singing. In order to implement this, an 
individual study was made of vowels and consonants of the German 
language. One chapter was devoted to vowels and one to consonants.
So that there could be a criterion for pronunciation on which to base 
the report, the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) was utilized-.; To 
assist in a more complete understanding of the physical requirements 
needed for authentic German sounds, included were pictures of the 
mouth positions made while producing the vowels, which are also 
shown on a diagram (see figure 2). In dealing with consonants, a 
diagram of the parts of the mouth (see figure U) was included in 
order to clarify the description of the production of each consonant. 
The final aid to understanding these written instructions was the 
development and inclusion of a tape recording of five German songs, 
which are presented phonetically within the context of chapter U.
In addition, most of the German words listed in chapters 2 and 3 are 
reproduced on tape (see Appendices A and B).
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Conclusions
All the responses of the singer are a sum total of the product 
of acquired habits, reflexes, and association of ideas acquired through 
repetitive training and practice. There is a constant interplay be­
tween the functioning elements of the singer's vocal tract and his 
mind. It is the combination of both the singer's ear and brain which 
direct the control of his vocal action. The resulting pronunciation 
is perceived mentally from moment to moment by the singer himself.
The study and drills set forth in this report will form habits and 
reflexes, imprinting them upon the nervous system.
It should be noted that the report focuses upon learning to 
read German orthography at sight by means of phonetics. Moreover, 
the emphasis which has been devoted to the implementation of phonetics, 
though it is extensive, is necessary for the purpose of documentation.
A growing number of teachers value phonetics as a teaching tool, 
but it must be made clear that phonetics is not the end result, but 
merely a means to achieving the end result.
The use of phonetics is the most viable means of both teaching 
and learning the pronunciation of a language. Not only will it 
clarify the sounds of a foreign language, but it will make one more 
perceptive to the sounds of his own language.
Recommendations
The delimitations of this report necessitated a concentration 
upon the modification of the German language for use in singing.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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It would seem highly desirable to utilize the same methods set 
forth here in the study of other foreign languages.
Furthermore, with the knowledge gained in the pronunciation of 
German, a reading of other German songs, poems, and stories should 
be undertaken.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Back Vowels Flucht Oft'
Kuh Schuld von
Schuh Busch v o m
Uhr Kunst sonst

















Gedult ohne hoc h
Jung Morgen no c h
sturm Post ach
Stunde Wort Bach
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vollig Mai Bau
zvolf Mainz B a u m
Gotterdammerung Hain b r a u m
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APPENDIX B
CHAPTER III GERMAN W ORD LIST 
ENUNCIATED ON TAPE, SIDE A
German Stops Dieb Tafel
Schlapp Weib Tochter
Pracht hubsch Titel
Puppe ob M utb (old spelling)













A bdruck Abteilen Kleid
Leib Tee t ausend
Lob tatlich endlich
13^
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VITA
Lavan Ray Robinson, the youngest of four children of L. Zeb and 
Addie Tucker Robinson, was born at Bernice, Union Parish, Louisiana, 
on December 30, 1918.
He received his early education in Bernice, graduating from 
high school in 1937 with honors. He attended the Northeast Center of 
Louisiana State University at Monroe, Louisiana, for two years, and 
completed his A.B. degree in Music Education from Louisiana Poly­
technic Institute, Ruston, Louisiana, in 19^1.
Upon the declaration of World War II, he entered the service 
as an infantry rifleman. This training carried him to various parts 
of this country and abroad. In 19 ^  he was assigned to combat duty 
in France, and from there through Belgium, Holland, Germany, and 
Austria, where he served with distinction until the war's end.
After the war, Robinson remained in Germany for a yean, and 
before returning home was able to study singing with leading teachers 
in Germany.
He resumed his educational pursuits in 19^8, completing the 
M.M. degree in Music, Louisiana State University at Baton Rouge, in 
1950. Upon graduation, he accepted, a position as choral director 
and voice teacher at Hinds Junior College, Raymond, Mississippi.
In 1952, Robinson was appointed voice teacher and director 
of the Chapel Choir at Susquehanna University, Selinsgrove,
iho
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Pennsylvania, where he met and married Janet Louise Rohrbach. After 
an eight-year tenure in Pennsylvania, he moved to Valdosta, Georgia, 
where he is presently serving as teacher of voice and choral activities.
With a leave of absence in the fall of 1970, Robinson returned 
to the Baton Rouge campus of Louisiana State University to enroll in 
the doctoral program, working toward the Doctor of Philosophy degree 
in Vocal Pedagogy in Music Education.
At each of the colleges where Robinson served, he also directed 
choirs in churches of varying denominations. At present he is choir 
master at Christ Episcopal Church, Valdosta, Georgia.
Robinson has studied with the following vocal teachers as a 
tenor: Dallas Goss, Elbert Haskins, Helmud Schmidt, Helene Costers,
Paul Althouse, Loren Davison, and J. Forrest West. From 1970-1976 
he studied with J. Forrest West as a baritone. In the summer of 
1976 he performed with Eugene Cline, Franz Schubert's Die Winterreise, 
Op. 89, in the Louisiana State University School of Music Auditorium.
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